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  Abstract 
 Advice giving sequences are often the result of troubles telling sequences in both ordinary 
conversation and institutional interaction: it is often the case that a troubles teller is off ered 
advice by interlocutors which he/she tends to reject because the interactional rights of a troubles 
teller are valued and troubles tellers are reluctant to abandon them. Th is paper analyses advice 
giving that takes place during Greek reality-television talk shows in which people participate to 
talk about their troubles and possibly fi nd a solution to the problems they face. Advice is off ered 
by the host/hostess of these shows and/or a professional expert. I explore the ways in which 
advice is either accepted or rejected during the shows by the guests. Th e analysis indicates that 
the guests accept advice that affi  liates with their troubles and tend to resist advice that is hearable 
as criticism of their actions and perspectives. In addition, advice recipients often resort to trou-
bles talk as seeking affi  liation with their troubles seems to be more important for them in the 
talk-show context.  

  Keywords 
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     1 Advice, resistance and face 

 In the past three decades, advice, that is, sequences in which a person “describes, 
recommends or otherwise forwards a preferred course of future action” 
(Heritage and Sefi ,  1992 : 368) to another person, has been the focus of several 
conversation analytic studies. Th ese studies examine the discourse of advice 
givers and advice recipients in a variety of institutional contexts: phone-in 
radio programmes (Crow,  1986 ; Hutchby,  1995 ;  2006 ), encounters between 
health visitors and mothers (Heritage and Sefi ,  1992 ), encounters between 
nurses and patients (Leppänen,  1998 ), HIV counselling (Silverman,  1997 ), 
academic counselling (Waring,  2005 ;  2007 ) and supervision (Vehviläinen, 
 2001 ;  2009 ), parent-teacher interviews (Silverman, Baker and Keogh,  1998 ), 
family-therapy sessions (Miller and Silverman,  1995 ), and child health or help 
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lines (Butler et al., 1997; forthcoming). Advice among peers has also been 
studied to some extent in papers dealing with everyday conversation (Jeff erson 
and Lee,  1992 ; Bayraktaroğlu,  2001 ; Poulios,  2004 ), as well as peer help lines 
(Pudlinski,  2002 ). Th e fi ndings of these researchers, as well as others working 
in the fi eld of linguistics/pragmatics (Hudson,  1990 ; DeCapua and Dunham, 
 1993 ) converge on one point: that advice giving is a delicate matter because, 
on the one hand, it has a normative dimension and, on the other, it is an activ-
ity which “assumes or establishes an asymmetry” (Hutchby,  1995 : 221) 
between advice givers and advice recipients. 

 Th is asymmetry relates to the presumed knowledge states of advice givers 
and advice recipients, on the basis of which contributions in  talk-in-interaction 
are designed (Hutchby,  1995 : 222; also, Sacks and Schegloff ,  1979 ). Advice 
is usually given when the advice recipient is assumed to lack some kind of 
knowledge that the advice giver has. Whether the advice is solicited (and 
thus the knowledge defi cit is admitted by the advice recipients themselves) or 
unsolicited (and thus the advice recipients’ knowledgeability or competence 
can be implicitly questioned), the act of advising is considered to be face-
threatening. Brown and Levinson ( 1987 : 62) point out that advice is basi-
cally a threat to the hearer’s negative face (that is, the advice recipient’s need 
to be free of imposition), as telling a person what to do can be problematic. 
In addition, advice giving sequences involve a threat to the speaker’s posi-
tive face when the hearer/advice recipient wants to reject the advice he/she is 
off ered. 

 Th ese face concerns are evident in the way advice giving and reception are 
structured in interaction. Conversation analysts have shown how such con-
cerns become evident through the preference organization (Pomerantz,  1984 ) 
of conversationalists’ turns at talk. For instance, advice givers may try to miti-
gate their advice by avoiding the imperative mood whereas advice recipients 
will refrain from directly rejecting advice by remaining silent until the advice 
givers rephrase their recommendation or even stop off ering advice (Heritage 
and Sefi ,  1992 ). Also, advice givers may express their concern for the recipi-
ents’ face by packaging advice through an “information-delivery format” 
(Silverman,  1997 ) or by using accounts that “groun[d] the advice in some 
problems … or highligh[t] the benefi ts that may be generated by the advice” 
(Waring,  2007 : 386). Such actions aim at minimizing face threats as well as 
advice resistance, which is stronger when advice giving is unsolicited. 

 Th is paper analyses advice sequences that occur during a special kind of 
televised talk-in-interaction: a version of Greek reality-television talk shows. 
Although television programmes were initially treated as a form of institu-
tional interaction (for example, news interviews, cf. Clayman and Heritage, 
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 2002 ), the conversational exchanges analysed in this paper are instances of an 
 intermediate  type of talk (Heritage,  1985 : 100, n. 3), which is “an approxima-
tion of  mundane  talk, projected somehow into a  public  domain, and thus 
exhibiting features of institutional talk” (Hutchby,  1991 : 120).  1    

  2 Reality-television talk shows: troubles talk and advice 

 Th e kind of reality-television talk show that was a source of data for this 
paper was introduced on Greek television in 1997 and was popular for about 
fi ve years. Shows belonging to this genre included  Epitelus Mazi/Together at 
Last  (which aired fi ve times a week on Antenna TV from 1997 to 2000 and 
was the fi rst of its kind) hosted by former composer/singer Andreas 
Mikroutsikos (who was 50± years old when the data was collected) and  Ta 
Mistika tis Aγapis/Th e Secrets of Love  (which also aired fi ve times a week on Star 
Channel from 1998 to 2000) hosted by Sia Liaropoulou (who was 30±). Th ese 
shows featured one or more lay people who came to the studio to present 
their problem and, hopefully, be off ered some kind of help. Th e guests usually 
faced problems with their spouses, lovers or children. A number of people 
talked about drug use or alcoholism but the majority of the participants were 
involved in problematic family or love aff airs: in these cases more than one 
guest appeared on the show, so that on the one hand a kind of objectivity was 
maintained, as both sides could air their views, and on the other hand argu-
ments inevitably occurred, the liveliness of which seemed to guarantee the 
entertainment value of the programme and, consequently, high ratings.  2   
In these confrontations the host/hostess would eventually (try to) act as a 
mediator. 

 Each programme lasted for about an hour and every “case” would normally 
be presented in one programme. Sometimes two or even three programmes 
would be devoted to a single case, when the problems the guest(s) faced 
seemed to be rather complicated or when the argument escalated and thus 
could maintain audience interest for more than sixty minutes. Th e pro-
grammes were not broadcast live and thus the fi nal version of each show was 
obviously edited. Th e guests would present their case through an interview 
format: the host/hostess posed questions through which the guests’ life stories 

   1  See Makri-Tsilipakou ( 2004 ) for further instances of this kind of interaction on Greek 
television.  

   2  See Wood ( 2001 ), among others, for a discussion of the pursuit of confl ict in such shows.  
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unfolded (cf. Th ornborrow,  2001 ). When the persons representing the oppo-
site side were also invited to the studio, they would appear after the fi rst guest 
had already presented their own version of the story—and then the confronta-
tion would inevitably take place. 

 Th us, the main part of each programme consisted of the guest’s talk about 
troubles that was addressed to the host/hostess and/or to other guests who 
were present. Th e term  talk about troubles  is used in this paper to cover a broad 
range of topics “from death, ill health and separation to states of aff airs which 
are contrary to personal expectations and wants” (Bayraktaroĝlu, 1992: 319). 
Admittedly, this defi nition may be too broad; in addition, in this paper I use 
 troubles talk  to refer to talk about troubles for which a third party is held 
accountable. Th e term that better describes this kind of activity is  complaining . 
Th e literature on complaining distinguishes between direct complaints, which 
are made when the person held responsible for the complainable action, that 
is, the complainee, is present (see Dersley and Wooton,  2000 ), and indirect 
complaints, which are made when the complainee is absent (see Drew,  1998 ). 
Edwards points out that during actual conversational activity, members sel-
dom use the word  complaint : “Th e same stretch of talk might also be glossed 
as criticism or accusation, troubles telling, or merely story-telling or factual 
reportage, which are potentially relevant alternatives for speakers when char-
acterizing their activities” (2005: 7) and, technically speaking, he states that 
Jeff erson’s (1984) troubles tellings is a “phenomenon that somewhat overlaps 
with indirect complaints” (Edwards,  2005 : 15; also, see Elwood,  2005 : 27). 
Th e reason I have chosen to use  troubles talk  to refer to complaints, too, is that 
in the data I have analysed, the guests routinely do indirect complaining, even 
though the complainee is also taking part in the programme, because they 
address their talk to the host/hostess who acts as a mediator (cf. Greatbatch, 
 1998 ). 

 As far as advising is concerned, it inevitably occurred at various parts of the 
show, although advice sequences tended to be more prominent towards the 
end of each programme, when the host/hostess had elicited suffi  cient informa-
tion about the guest’s troubles and was able to off er his/her advice. In the case 
of  Epitelus Mazi/Together at Last , in addition to the host, advice was off ered by 
an expert, Tenia Makri (50± years old), who was billed as a family counsellor 
in the programme’s opening credits. Th e role of both the expert and the host/
hostess in these talk shows is important as the shows seem to be “structured 
around [their] moral authority and educated knowledge” (Shattuc,  1997 : 3). 
Comparing their roles, Shattuc states that the “host’s function is derived from 
that of the tabloid news reporter, [and] the expert descends from the early 
tabloids’ women’s page and advice columns” (1997: 26). Th rough “trouble 
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   3  Th is seating arrangement “symbolizes separateness and a higher rank in the hierarchy” 
(Simon-Vandenbergen,  2007 : 1421): the expert’s seat is opposite the guests, among two to four 
members of the show’s journalist team, who have been involved in the preparation of the show 
(pre-interviewing the guests, researching aspects of the guests’ lives) but remain silent during the 
programme.  

defi ning practices” (Miller and Silverman,  1995 : 735), the host/hostess inter-
viewed the guest(s) in order to elicit all information that is necessary for 
them—as well as the audience—to understand their problem and then pos-
sibly off er solutions. In the case of  Epitelus Mazi/Together at Last , the expert’s 
advice was normally off ered towards the end of the show and served as the 
authoritative voice on the issues the guests were concerned with. Unlike what 
happened in talk shows that were broadcast in later years, in which there was 
an audience and the expert(s) often sat among them, the expert’s prominent 
role in this show was also suggested by the seating arrangement, since, unlike 
the host, she did not sit near the guests.  3   Th e host himself explicitly indicated 
that the expert had more rights to the fl oor (see section 6 below) when it was 
time for her to evaluate the situation and off er her advice to the guests. Her 
advice also gave the host the chance to give the morale of the story and his 
formulation was the conclusion of the show. 

 Th us, both advice giving and troubles telling are activities that take place in 
this kind of television programme and it is worth considering the relationship 
between the two. Jeff erson and Lee ( 1992 ) showed how advice giving may 
create a dispute when it occurs after troubles talk. Troubles telling sequences 
in which a troubles teller’s problems are the main topic of the conversation 
may naturally generate advice giving; however, in many cases the troubles tell-
ers refuse to become advice recipients, as the interactional rights of a troubles 
teller (that is, emotional reciprocity and affi  liation by the troubles recipient) 
are valued and are not easily given up. As a result, troubles tellers resist or 
reject the advice off ered to them and, therefore, some kind of dispute is cre-
ated (1992: 528). Jeff erson and Lee observe that advice tends to be rejected 
when it is premature, whereas it is more likely to be accepted if it has been 
preceded by affi  liation with the troubles talk. Bayraktaroğlu ( 2001 ) argues 
that in the Turkish culture, advice giving occurring after troubles talk is per-
ceived as a sign of solidarity, an indication that the advice giver cares about the 
positive face of the advice recipient. Th is also seems to be the case in Greece, 
since the Greek culture, too, favours involvement and positive politeness 
(Sifi anou,  1992 ). 

 As far as institutional interaction is concerned, Jeff erson and Lee present a 
hybrid case that bears some similarities to the television talk-show context. 
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   4   Confrontainment  refers to the use of confrontations as a method of increasing the entertain-
ment value of (usually reality) television programmes.  Televisuality  refers to those aspects of a 
television programme that make it worth watching. Confl icts between participants in television 
programmes have televisual properties that guarantee the success of a television programme (cf. 
Wood,  2001 ). See Poulios ( 2002 ) for a discussion of confl icts in the news-interview context.  

Th ey present an excerpt from a phone-in radio programme in which 
experts off er advice to telephone callers. In that excerpt, a woman is seek-
ing advice about the problems she faces in handling her children. Th e 
experts who respond to her request are shown to affi  liate with her by off er-
ing advice combined with sympathy and reports of common experience. 
Th e troubles teller dismisses the advice off ered as ill-designed and treats 
the affi  liation as presumptuous (Jeff erson and Lee  1992 : 546). Th us, 
Jeff erson and Lee argue, the result of attempting to humanize the service 
encounter is treated as “unwarranted affi  liation compounded by inept servic-
ing” (ibid.). 

 In the talk shows analysed in this paper, we may see a reverse situation: the 
guests who take part in them seek some kind of affi  liation by the host/hostess. 
What matters for these people is talking about their troubles; they accept 
advice that is grounded in these troubles because they treat it as affi  liation with 
their problems. However, when the advice they are off ered by either the host/
hostess or the expert conveys the advice giver’s concern for another guest and 
forwards courses of action that threaten the advice recipient’s negative face, 
the advice recipient will most likely resist or reject the advice. In these cases, 
I argue, advice is often hearable as implicit criticism of the advice recipient’s 
actions. Sometimes the criticism becomes explicit and as a result the advice 
recipient attempts to defend his/her own actions. In this case, the advice leads 
to an argument. 

 It is worth pointing out at this point that talk shows are supposed to pro-
mote an egalitarian interaction (Simon-Vandenbergen,  2007 ), although turn-
taking in such television programmes is initially managed by the host/hostess 
(see Clayman and Heritage,  2002 ; Th ornborrow  2001 ). He/She can elicit talk 
by the guests through a question-answer format, allocate turns when more 
than one guest is present, and also terminate the conversation with/between 
guests either because the show must come to an end or, as in the case of 
 Epitelus Mazi/Together at Last , because it is time for the expert to off er her 
advice. However, the guests can also self-select; this is quite frequent in these 
programmes and helps confl icts escalate. Such confl icts contribute to the cre-
ation of confrontainment (see Shattuc,  1997 : 14) and the enhancement of 
televisuality (Wood,  2001 : 87).  4   
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 Th e dramatic tensions and the confl icts that took place during the shows 
often led to their being categorized as “trash TV” that was supposed to catch 
the audience’s attention for their sensational content. However, the close 
 analysis of the talk-in-interaction that takes place during these programmes 
can further our understanding of the conversational system as well as of the 
intermediary type of talk that exhibits features of both mundane and institu-
tional interaction (Crow,  1986 ). Th e data I used consisted of fi fteen pro-
grammes of  Epitelus Mazi/Together at Last  and 10 programmes of  Ta Mistika 
tis Aγapis/Th e Secrets of Love . Advising took place in 21 of these programmes 
and this probably indicates the important place this action has in this kind of 
context. 

 Th e paper analyses some ways in which the giving and the reception of 
advice is organized in these shows. Section 3 analyses an extract in which the 
guest accepts advice off ered by the hostess of the show, and section 4 shows 
how a guest can oscillate between advice reception and advice resistance. Th en, 
extracts are presented in which advice is resisted; this advice can be off ered by 
either the hostess of the show (section 5) or the expert (section 6). Th e extent 
to which advice is resisted because it is hearable as criticism is also discussed. 
Finally, section 7 presents a case in which a request for advice leads to a 
confrontation.  

  3 Receiving advice that affi  liates with the troubles 

 Jeff erson and Lee note that “acceptance or rejection of advice may be in great 
part an interactional matter, produced by reference to the current talk, more 
or less independent of intention to use it, or actual subsequent use” (1992: 
531). Th us, what conversation analysis examines is how advice recipients 
structure their response to advice giving. Heritage and Sefi  ( 1992 : 391) show 
that advice recipients display acceptance of the advice off ered through marked 
acknowledgments. In my data, this kind of active reception of advice occurs 
when the host/hostess off ers what Brown and Levinson ( 1987 : 98) call sym-
pathetic advice, which indicates the speaker’s concern for the hearer’s positive 
face. In a sense, this is affi  liative advice that comes as an affi  liation with the 
guests’ troubles talk. 

 In the fi rst fragment, which comes from an episode of  Ta Mistika tis 
Aγapis/Th e Secrets of Love , the guest, (A)ntonia, 30±, has been telling (S)ia 
Liaropoulou about her husband, Panagiotis, who has abandoned her and 
does not care about their eight children. Antonia is talking about an allowance 
she is being given by a local charity which, however, is not enough for such a 
big family. 
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  Fragment 1   5                    
1 A:  pu na mu ftasoun na tus paro eγo sta peδja mu, ti na

2   ftasu[ne na paro

       1  ‘How can I aff ord to buy my children anything, how can I 

       2  aff ord to [buy anything’ 

3 S:      [.hh kala c’ o panajotis s’ ola afta ine  apo:n ?;

   3      [‘.hh OK and Panagiotis is  a:bsent  from all this?’ 

4   (.)

5 A:  ((nods))  tipota  δen mu δini, tipota.

   5  ((nods)) ‘He gives me  nothing , nothing.’ 

6   (1.2)

7 A:  ((nods)) tipota.

   7  ((nods)) ‘Nothing.’ 

8   (.)

9 S:  .hh ton eçis pjasi ton panajoti na tu pis e:la eδo afta ta

10   oχto peδ[ja ine ce δika: sou?

       9  ‘.hh Have you gone and told Panagiotis co:me here these 

       10  eight child[ren are you:rs too?’ 

11 A:        [ne

   11        ‘[Yes’ 

12   (0.3) ((Antonia nods))

13 A:  [δen eχο mu lei, δen eχο. (.) afto lei δen=

   13  [‘I haven’t got, he tells me, I haven’t got. (.) Th at’s what he says’= 

14 S:  [na to apetisis omos.

   14  ‘[You should demand it, though.’ 

15 A:  =eχo. (.) δen eçi, lei, δulja to maγazi ce δen eχo lefta, (.)

16   tipota.

   15  =‘I haven’t got (.) Th e shop, he says, is not doing well, and I 

   16  haven’t got any money, (.) nothing.’ 

17   (1.0) ((Antonia nods))

18 A:  [ etsi  mu lei.

   18  [‘ Th at’s  what he says to me’. 

19 S:  [.hh ne ala prepi na su po oti oli afti i  kata:stasi  isos

   5  Transcript notation is based on Hutchby and Wooffi  tt ( 1998 : vi-vii): Th e numbers in 
brackets—e.g. (0.5)—indicate a time gap in tenths of second. A dot enclosed in a bracket (.) 
indicates a pause in the talk of less than two-tenths of a second. Th e “equals” sign = indicates 
“latching” between utterances. Square brackets [ ] between adjacent lines of concurrent speech 
indicate the onset and end of a spate of overlapping talk. A dot before an “h” indicates speaker 
in-breath; the more h’s, the longer the in-breath—e.g. .hhhh. Double brackets (( )) may enclose 
transcriber’s comments on contextual or other features. Empty parentheses indicate transcriber’s 
inability to hear what was said. A dash - indicates a sharp cut-off  of the prior word or sound. 
Colons—e.g. a:nd—indicate that the speaker has stretched the preceding sound or letter; the 
more colons the greater the extent of the stretching. A comma indicates a “continuing” intona-
tion. Underlined words or letters indicate speaker emphasis. Words in capitals mark a section of 
speech noticeably louder than that surrounding it.  
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20   ton eksipireti. .hh δilaδi, mja antonia i opia piγeni ce

21   usiastika zitjanevi ap’ ton andra [tis na citaksi ta=

   19  [‘.hh Yes but I must tell you that all this  situa:tion  is perhaps 

   20  convenient for him. .hh I mean, Antonia who goes and 

   21  actually begs money from her husb[and to look after his own’= 

22 A:               [((nods))

23 S:  =peδja tu .hh e::: ine mja katastasi pu ton eksipireti.

24   [(.) .h afto pu prepi na kanis ine δia tis nomicis oδu na=

   23  ‘children .hh u:::h this is a convenient situation for him. 

   24  [(.) .h What you must do is legally’= 

25 A:  [((nods))

26 S:  = apetisis  (.) afta pu prepi na δini o pa[te:ras

   26  =‘ demand  (.) what the fa:ther must gi[ve’ 

27 A:                   [afta pu prepi ne.

   27                  ‘ [What he must yes.’ 

28 A:  [ce p- (.) θa to]  ka:no  kapja stiγmi jati  δe  piγeni=

   28  [‘And I m- (.) I’ll]  do:  it some time because this  can’t  go on’= 

29 S:  [etsi δen ine?]

   29  [‘Isn’t that so?]’ 

30 A:  =alo=

   30  =‘any more’= 

31 S:  =ma  prepi  na to ka:nis. .hh δilaδi posa χronia tora iste

32   χorista  tria ?

   31  =‘But you  must  do: it. .hh I mean how many years have you 

   32  been separated  three: ?’= 

33 A:  tria, [ne.

   33  ‘Th ree, [yes.’ 

34 S:     [pu eçete oristika  ple:on  χori:si. [.hh s’ afta ta=

   34     [‘Since you’ve been se:parated for  good . [.hh During’= 

35 A:                     [Ne.

   35                     [‘Yes.’ 

36 S:  =tria χro:nia (.) esi (.) e- eçis andimetopisei to varos

37   oχto peδio:n ce tu eaftu su .hh ce δen ine liγo.

       36  =‘these three ye:ars (.) you(.) ha- have coped with the burden of 

       37  eight chi:ldren and yourself .hh and this is not a light burden.’ 

38 A:  ((sighs)) ine para poli to varos [pu kuvalao.

   38  ((sighs)) ‘It is a very heaven burden [that I carry’ 

39 S:               [.hh pu simeni oti δen

40     prepi  na analavis moni su afti tin ipoχreosi. .hh prepi

41     pa:si  θisia (.) na sinenoiθis (.) me ena δiciγoro .hh na vγi

42   afto to diaziγiο ce ο anδras su na analavi tis efθines tu.

   39                    [‘.hh Which means that you 

    40    must not  bear this responsibility on your own .hh You must 

   41  at  a:ll  costs (.) consult (.) a lawyer .hh so that you 

   42  get this divorce and your husband assumes his responsibilities.’ 

43   (0.7) ((the camera is on Sia; one cannot see if Antonia responds
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44   non-verbally to Sia’s advice))

45 A:  etsi prepi. (.) [C’ afto θa kano.

   45  ‘Th at must be done. (.) [And that’s what I’ll do.’ 

46 S:           [c’ apo ci ce pera na min eçi na kani

47   me sena, etsi? jati [tora ine .hh θa to po stin antonia alla=

   46          [‘And after this, he must not contact 

   47  you, right? Because [now it is .hh I’ll tell Antonia but’= 

48 A:          [((nods))

49 S:  =(.) c’ i antonia ti θa mu kani jati ce ti θa tu [ ka:nis .=

   49  =‘(.) what can Antonia do to me because what can you [ do:  to’= 

50 A:                        [((nods))

51 S:  =(.) an δen su plirosi tis δjatrofe:s ce ola afta.

52   [.hh ala prepi na arχ- (.) na:: (.) na loγoδoti: ka:pu alu=

   51  =‘him. (.) If he doesn’t pay the alimony and all these things. 

   52  [.hh But he must st- (.)mu::st (.) must accou:nt to so:meone else’= 

53 A:  [((nods))

54 S:  =na loγoδotisi ston nomo, oçi se sena.

   54  =‘legally account, not to you.’ 

55 A:  Ne.

   55  ‘Yes.’ 

56   (0.2) ((Antonia nods))

57 S:  ja na ’ne  sinepis .

   57  ‘In order to be  reliable .’ 

58 A:  Θa to kano kapjia stiγmi,  prepi  δilaδi na miliso me ta

59   peδja: mu ce θa po  prepi  na to  ka:no  afto to praγma.

   58  ‘I’ll do it some time, I mean I  must  talk to 

   59  my chi:ldren and I’ll say I  must do  this thing.’ 

60 S:  e vevea.

   60  ‘Of course.’ 

61 A:  jati  δen  boro c’ eγo alo. (0.5)  δen  eχo. (.) apo  pu  na sas

62   δoso? ti prepi na γino? mja tu δromu na sas fero? (.)

63   pu δen θelo na:: ftaso eci.

       61  ‘Because I  can’t  stand it any more. (0.5). I  don’t  have. (.)  How  can 

       62  I give you? What should I do? Become a streetwalker to provide 

       63  for you? (.) I don’t want to:: end up there.’ 

64   (.)

65 S:  antoni:a, (.) pes mu peristatika apo ti zoi su me ton panajoti.

   65  ‘Antonia, (.) tell me stories of your life with Panagiotis.’ 

 In line 3, Sia requests a confi rmation of the situation Antonia presents by a 
question prefaced by  kala/ΟΚ ( literally:  well) :  kala- prefaces to questions of this 
kind in Greek add a “how-is-this-possible-to-be-happening” dimension, 
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which indicates that the information the question requests refers to an account-
able action. In this case, Sia seeks this information by asking a polar question 
that makes either a “yes”- or a “no”-answer relevant. Although Antonia’s nod-
ding provides the “yes” that Sia’s interrogative prefers, her verbal response in 
line 5 is a non-conforming one (Raymond,  2003 ) that enables her “to convey 
more information than a type-conforming response would” (van t’ Hoff , 
2006: 206). She uses an extreme case formulation ( tipota/nothing ) which she 
then repeats twice (lines 5, 7) as it helps her in “portraying [her] situation as a 
legitimate complainable” (Pomerantz,  1986 : 227). Sia goes on to produce an 
“advice-relevant interrogative” (Butler et al, forthcoming): she asks Antonia 
whether she has talked to Panagiotis about the problems she has had in raising 
their children. As Butler and al. argue, although such questions are delivered 
using a “history-taking” design, they are hearable as making a proposal and at 
the same time they mitigate the normative dimension of the proposed action 
(ibid.). In this case, however, the proposed action is accentuated by means of 
an “enactment” (Holt,  2007 : 51), that is, the use of reported speech in the 
context of a hypothetical scenario ( e:la eδo…δika: sou/co:me here…you:rs too ) 
in lines 8-9. 

 Antonia now off ers a type-conforming response both verbally, by means of 
 ne/yes  (line 11), and non-verbally, by means of a nod (line 12), which acts as a 
post-completion stance marker (Schegloff ,  1996 : 92). Both women’s subse-
quent turns are then produced in overlap. Sia’s turn  na to apetisis omos/You 
should demand it though  (line 14) can be heard as an increment to her own 
previous turn. It is produced as an add-on to that turn which appears to have 
reached a possible completion (hence, Antonia’s overlapping response) and 
complements it by qualifying how that action (that is, talking to Panagiotis) 
must be accomplished (that is, by demanding it). Th is qualifi cation, however, 
makes the normative dimension of Sia’s advice-relevant interrogative stronger, 
as her increment is now produced with a falling intonation contour and its 
turn-fi nal opposition marker ( omos/though ) shows that Sia treats Antonia’s 
weak response (which probably refl ects a timid, and hence ineffi  cient, expres-
sion of this request on her part) as insuffi  cient. Antonia’s overlapping turn 
(lines 13, 15-16) uses direct reported speech to do complaining. Direct 
reported speech dramatizes the narration of the complainer and is an eco-
nomical way of providing evidence and evaluation, especially in indirect 
complaints (Haakana,  2007 ; Holt,  2000 ). Antonia does not need to evaluate 
her husband’s action explicitly: her husband’s words are left to “speak for 
themselves” (Drew,  1998 : 321) and Antonia gives Sia and the overhearing 
audience the possibility of judging his behaviour for themselves. Th e silence 
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that follows in line 17 presages Sia’s forthcoming disagreement with Antonia’s 
handling of the situation; Antonia defends herself by emphasizing that this is 
what she is told by her husband. However, Sia’s next turn (lines 19-26), which 
overlaps Antonia’s defence, makes explicit her disagreement, which she delays 
with dispreference features (inbreath,  ne ala/Yes but ) and a preface that frames 
the expression of this disagreement as Sia’s obligation to off er it ( prepi na su po 
oti/I must tell you that ). While Sia unpacks her initial evaluation of Antonia’s 
situation ( δilaδi…eksipireti/I mean…for him ) in lines 20-23, Antonia 
confi rms Sia’s assessment by nodding (lines 22, 25). Sia then presents her 
advice as something that Antonia must do. Th e advice is constructed as a 
pseudo-cleft ( afto pu…pateras/What…father ), a structure that “serves 
to alert the hearer to the imminence of a signifi cant element of talk” 
(Hopper,  2001 : 123): the focus phrase (Lambrecht,  2001 : 464) of the pseudo-
cleft ( δia tis nomicis oδu na  apetisis  (.) afta pu prepi na δini o pate:ras/legally 
 demand  (.) what the fa:ther must give ) is delayed and the hearer is made “aware 
that what follows is part of a considered argument worthy of attention” 
(Hopper,  2001 : 124). Antonia receives this advice in a way that signifi es 
marked acknowledgment of the advice off ered (she produces a partial repeat 
of Sia’s words  afta pu prepi/what must yes  and the agreement token  ne/yes ) 
(Heritage and Sefi ,  1992 : 391). 

 However, while she then appears to be constructing one more turn- 
constructional unit (TCU) with  prepi / must , she abandons this eff ort with a 
cut-off   p-/m-  sound and repairs her turn in line 28 by saying that she will do 
so  kapja stiγmi/some time  in the future. Th is phrase does “not constitute an 
undertaking to follow the advice off ered” (Heritage and Sefi ,  1992 : 395) and 
Sia responds with a stronger directive ( ma  prepi  na to kanis/But you  must  do it ) 
in line 31. She unpacks her turn by means of a post-advice account (Waring, 
 2007 ) that explains why Antonia must seek legal help (lines 31-32, 34, 36-37). 
Sia’s assessment of Antonia’s situation ( to varos…δen ine liγo/this is not a light 
burden ) is confi rmed by Antonia (line 38) with a sigh and an upgraded second 
assessment containing a partial repeat of Sia’s turn ( varos / burden ) (cf. Heritage 
and Raymond,  2005 : 25). Th is is a resource conversationalists use to claim 
epistemic rights to assess a situation to which they claim primary access and 
thus determine whose view is more signifi cant or authoritative (ibid; also 
Schegloff ,  2005 : 450). Th is upgrading gives Sia a chance to continue off er-
ing her advice that emphasizes what Antonia must and must not do by using 
an extreme case formulation (  pa:si  θisia/at  a:ll  costs ). Antonia’s next turn in 
line 45 consists of two TCUs: there is an interesting shift from the use of an 
impersonal structure with  prepi/must  that displays an understanding of what is 
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the logical thing to do to the use of a personal structure with a future tense 
that somehow functions as an upgraded reception of the advice. Sia insists on 
off ering advice (lines 46-47): Antonia must not contact her husband. Th is 
advice is designed as a multi-unit turn: it begins with a fi rst saying of advice 
( C’ apo…etsi?/And after…right? ), which is followed by an inserted account 
( Jati…ola afta/Because…these things ), and it is concluded with a second say-
ing—a rephrasing—of the advice proposed ( Ala prepi…sena/But he must…
you ) (cf. Wong,  2000 ). Sia constructs the inserted account by using reported 
speech to enact Panagiotis’s thoughts ( θa to po…ti θa mu kani/I’ll tell…to me ) 
and thus indicate the blameworthiness of his attitude and the pointlessness of 
contacting him (cf. Holt,  2000 ) and concludes her turn by rephrasing her 
earlier proposal that Antonia must seek legal help. Th is seems to be an eff ec-
tive way of insisting on the usefulness of the advice off ered. Although Antonia 
has been nodding throughout Sia’s long turn (lines 48, 50, 53) and verbally 
responds to it with an agreement token and a further nod in lines 55-56, Sia 
goes on to off er an increment (line 57) to this long turn that once again 
accounts for the necessity of the suggested course of action (seeking legal 
help). Antonia receipts this advice again with a vague reference to the future 
( θa to kano kapja stiγmi/I’ll do it some time  in line 58). Th is time, however, she 
explains why she does not fully undertake to follow the advice she is off ered: 
she must talk to her children fi rst; in other words, following this suggestion is 
not something that depends entirely on her. Actually, after this fragment 
(which occurs halfway through the programme), Sia elicits further informa-
tion about Antonia’s relationship with her husband and Antonia fi nally con-
fesses that she is afraid of seeking legal help and asking for a divorce because 
of her husband’s violent reactions. 

 Th us, throughout this fragment, Antonia receives Sia’s advice, which is 
grounded in her troubles talk and which she perceives as affi  liative; however, 
as is claimed by Heritage and Sefi  ( 1992 : 531), acceptance of advice is an 
interactional matter that does not necessarily mean that the advice recipient 
will indeed follow this advice. Antonia herself indicates after a point that fol-
lowing the advice that she has acknowledged in a marked way is not so easy 
after all, as it becomes obvious in the ensuing talk that this does not depend 
entirely on her. Antonia’s marked acknowledgment of Sia’s advice may have 
been an indication that she appreciates the affi  liation off ered by Sia; the recep-
tion of advice, therefore, indicates an alignment with the affi  liative stance of 
the advice giver. Note also, that Antonia has been accepting advice by report-
ing more of her troubles. Th is is an action that is favoured by guests in 
these programmes and is an indication that they value and, therefore, do not 
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abandon the role of troubles teller. In the next section, too, the endorsement 
of the troubles teller’s role will become quite obvious.  

  4 Oscillating between advice reception and advice rejection 

 Th e fragment presented in this section furnishes further support to Heritage 
and Sefi ’s (1992) observation that advice reception is an interactional matter 
and is not related to whether the advice recipient will actually follow the advice 
or not. In fact, the advice recipient in this fragment accepts the hostess’s advice 
which she treats as affi  liating with her trouble and subsequently rejects it. 
Prior to this fragment, (E)leni, 47±, has been talking to (S)ia Liaropoulou 
about her four marriages. She is currently trying to cope with her fourth hus-
band who is lazy and unemployed and, moreover, he often leaves her only to 
return after several days or weeks. Towards the end of the show, Sia reaches 
some conclusions about the couple’s problems. 

  Fragment 2                   
1 S:  o monos loγos afti ti stiγmi (.) pu iste mazi (.) ine to

2   γeγonos (.) oti iste  pandreme:ni  (.) c’oti ana pasa ora ce

3   stiγmi pu fevγi esi menis ksekremasti. (.) j’ afto to

4   loγo δen menis [jati akoma δen boris na staθis]=

   1  ‘Th e only reason now (.) you are together (.) is the 

   2  fact (.) that you are  ma:rried  (.) and that at any 

   3  moment he can go away and you are at a loose end. (.) Isn’t this 

   4  the reason you stay [that you can’t fi nd’]= 

5 E:         [ne (.) fevγi o,ti ora θeli,]=

   5         [‘Yes (.) he leaves whenever he wants,’]= 

6 S:  =[sta poδja su?]=

   6  =[‘your feet yet?’] 

7 E:  =[fevγi o,ti ora θeli.] Se enamisi χrono

8  efi γe tris fore:s. .hh ston volo iχame pai ce miname

9   sta peδja mu konda ce  e:fi γe  δen sceftice ute ta

10     peδja  mu ute ta egonja mu ute tipota .hh ce

11   me paratise kse kremasti  ce  e:fi [γe .

       7  =[‘he leaves whenever he wants.’] During one year and a half 

       8  ‘he has left three ti:mes. .hh We went to Volos and stayed 

       9  with my children and he  le:ft  he didn’t show any consideration for 

       10  my  children  or for my grandchildren or anything else .hh and he 

       11  left me at a  loose e:nd  and  le[:ft ’ 

12 S:               [.hh ara afto pu prepi na kanis

13   esi afti ti stiγmi ine pano apo ola na boresis na staθis

14     esi  sta po [:δja  su oste na min: ise- na  min  [eksartase=
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   12                                               [‘.hh So what you must do 

   13  above anything else at this point is manage to fi nd 

   14   your fe[e: t so that you- you  won’t  [depend’= 

15 E:       [sta poδja mu, ne            [ne

   15      [ ‘My feet, yes’                     [ ‘Yes’ 

16 S:  =apo to δimitri i apo ton opjoδipote a[lon

   16  =‘on Dimitris or anyone e[lse’= 

17 E:             [οpjoδipote δimitri paraδiγmatos

18   χarin. (.) na min eksartome apo aftonan[e. (.) c’  a:ν  bori na=

   17             [‘Any Dimitris for 

   18  example. (.) So that I won’t depend on hi[m. (.) And  i:f he can= 

19 S:                 [na kseris

   19                 [‘You should know’ 

20 E:  =meta njo:si  epiδi vγika eδo ce m’  a:kuse 

21   .hh i pende sigenis tu (.) i pende δici tu i aftos

22   .hh ce nomizi oti bori na  ala:ksi  (.) ala afta pu lei na ta

23   ka:ni .hh na ton sinχoriso ce ja pembti fora.

   20  =‘show  repe:nt ance because I came here and he  li:stened  to me 

   21  .hh or fi ve relatives of his (.) or fi ve people of his own or himself 

   22  .hh and he thinks he can  cha:nge  (.) but he should do what he 

   23  say:s .hh I can forgive him for a fi fth time.’ 

24   (0.4)

25 E:  epiδ[is δen yparχun δuljes

   25  ‘Becau[se there are no jobs’ 

26 S:            [citakse .h afto pu prepi na γini (.) i prepi na

27   sinenoiθis me ton: anθropo afton ja [na δite ti θa kanete

   26      [‘Look .h what must be done (.) either you must come to an 

   27  agreement with thi:s man so as [to see what you will do’ 

28 E:                 [θa mu pi ne ce δen θa ta

29   kani sia mu, to ksero.=

   28              [‘He will say yes and he will not 

   29  do what he says my Sia,   6    I know it.’= 

30 S:  = δen  ton embistevese.

   30  =‘You  don’t  trust him.’ 

31 E:    δen  ton embistevome, me tipota.

   31  ‘I  don’t  trust him, at all.’ 

32 S:  Ara [prepi afta ta praγmata na] ta ksekaθarisis

   32  ‘So   [you must sort these things] out’ 

33 E:       [pjo poli θa embistevomuna]

   33       [‘I would trust more’] 

   6  Th e use of a fi rst name plus the possessive  μου  ( Sia mu/My Sia ) as an intimate form of 
address is a common practice in Modern Greek (see Sifi anou,  1992 : 69-74).  
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34 E:  perisotero θa embistevomuna ta peδja pu δen ta ksero

35   ((points towards the cameraman)) i ta peδja pu δen ta ksero

36   ((points towards the crew)) paraδiγmatos χarin .hh pu ja

37   mena ine  kse:na  an mu leγane  ka:ti  .hh paraδiγmatos χari

38   i  esi  .hh para afton ton anθropo pu ton eχo zisi pende

39   χro:nia. (.) [lei  psemata , stis ekato leksis ine i mia=

   34  ‘I would trust more the kids whom I don’t know 

   35  ((points towards the cameraman)) or the kids whom I don’t know 

   36  ((points towards the crew)) for example .hh who 

   37  are  stra:ngers  to me if they said  so:mething  to me .hh for example 

   38  or  you  .hh rather than this person that I’ve lived with for fi ve 

   39  ye:ars. (.)[He tells  lies , out of a hundred words one is’= 

40 S:      [.hh

41 E:  =aliθja c’ i eneninda enja koma enja ine psem[ata.

   41  =‘true and ninety nine point nine are li[es.’ 

42 S:                   [akuse me. .hh na

43     kseris oti  emi:s  (.) θa se stiriksume se o:,ti

44     χrias[ti:s .hh ce θa prospaθisume na vrume ce mja=

       42                   [‘Listen to me. .hh You 

       43  should know that  we:  (.) will support you in a:nything you 

   44  nee[:d .hh and we’ll try to fi nd you a’= 

45 E:    [ne aγapi mu

   45    [‘Yes my darling’ 

46 S:  =dulja ja na boris [esi .hhhh na liturγis] apo moni=

   46  =‘job so that you can [.hhhh function] on your’= 

47 E:            [afto mon- afto θelo]

   47            [‘Th is onl- this is what I want’] 

48 S:  =s[u etsi δen ine?

   48  =‘o[wn isn’t that so?’ 

49 E:    [afto θelo]

   49    [‘Th is is what I want’ 

 Lines 1-14 resemble Maynard’s (1991, 1992) display perspective sequence. 
Maynard observed that before delivering diagnoses of children’s problems, cli-
nicians ask the children’s parents for their opinion on the children’s condition. 
After parents have off ered their views, “clinicians regularly deliver diagnostic 
news as a  confi rmation  of what has been said” (1992: 36). Th is way they can 
co-implicate the parents’ perspective in the presentation of diagnoses (ibid: 
35) and can thus minimize or avoid the parents’ resistance that these diagnoses 
may generate. Heritage and Sefi  ( 1992 : 377) similarly talk of “stepwise entry 
in advice giving” through developing a problem; this entry usually minimizes 
advice-resistance. In this extract, Sia off ers a diagnostic formulation of Eleni’s 
experiences (lines 1-4, 6) and asks Eleni to confi rm it. Eleni does so (5) and 
also adds some more information to show how badly her husband treats her 
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(lines 7-11). Th en, Sia can off er her advice (lines 12-14), which is prefaced by 
 ara/So  and is thus evidently a conclusion drawn from Eleni’s account: the 
advice is constructed as a pseudo-cleft ( afto pu… po:δja  su/what… your fee:t  ), 
that promotes the importance of the focus phrase ( na boresis na staθis  esi  sta 
 po:δja  su/manage to fi nd  your fee:t  ). Th e use of the verb  prepi/must  indicates that 
Sia promotes Eleni’s “fi nding her feet” as the logical course of action to follow 
in these circumstances. Since Sia’s advice is grounded in Eleni’s talk, it is likely 
to be accepted. Th is advice is indeed actively received by Eleni who repeats 
part of Sia’s turn; Sia continues with an account (lines 14, 16) which is also 
actively received by Eleni (lines 15, 17). Her responses are what Heritage and 
Sefi  ( 1992 : 391) call “marked acknowledgement” of advice: she comes in in 
overlap to repeat key components of Sia’s advice turn (the phrases  sta podja 
mu/On my feet, opjoδipote/anyone, na min eksartome apo aftonane/So that 
I won’t depend on him ) and off er agreement tokens ( ne/Yes ). 

 However, Eleni’s next move rejects the advice she has just accepted: she 
states that she is ready to forgive Dimitris on the condition that he shows 
repentance. Th is may happen if he (or any of his friends/relatives) watches the 
show and he is somehow convinced that he must show repentance. Th is action 
is problematic for Sia as she initially does not respond (note her silence in line 
24) so Eleni adds an increment (Schegloff ,  1996 : 91) to account for this 
change in how she receives Sia’s advice (it is not easy to fi nd a job, thus Sia’s 
advice is not practical). Sia’s next turn overlaps this increment and is prefaced 
by  Citakse/Look . According to Sidnell ( 2007 ), look-prefaces are used to 
relaunch a course of action: in this case, Sia uses this preface to relaunch advice 
giving. At fi rst she constructs her advice by means of an impersonal construc-
tion ( afto pu prepi na γini / What must be done ) in line 26 which indicates that 
the course of action she is about to promote is the logical action anyone must 
follow. Sia then produces the beginning of an  either…or  construction, indicat-
ing that two alternatives are going to be proposed: the fi rst one is that Eleni 
must come to an agreement with her husband (lines 26-27). Th e second alter-
native, however, will never come as Eleni overlaps what Sia off ers as a result of 
the fi rst alternative ( ja na δite ti θa kanete/so as to see what you will do ) because 
she rejects this piece of advice (lines 28-29) as something that is not feasible, 
since her husband never keeps his promises. Eleni’s phrase  to ksero/I know it  in 
line 29 conveys a strong epistemic stance by showing that she possesses knowl-
edge that renders Sia’s advice redundant. Sia’s formulation of Eleni’s assess-
ment of the situation in line 30 is confi rmed by Eleni (line 31; note the use of 
the extreme case formulation  me tipota/not at all ) and Sia off ers another piece 
of advice (line 32), prefacing it with  ara/so— thus indicating that her advice is 
the logical outcome of Eleni’s account—and building it by means of  prepi/
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must —once again showing that this is the logical thing to do: Eleni must sort 
out the situation. However, Eleni goes back to troubles telling via complain-
ing: it seems that resuming troubles talk is more important for her as her next 
turn is an attempt to complain that she produces in overlap with Sia’s advising 
turn (line 33). She then repairs this using  perisotero , an alternative construc-
tion of  pjo poli  (both meaning  more ). Eleni also uses an interesting extreme 
case formulation that is constructed as a non-literal exaggeration— ninety-nine 
point nine  instead of  ninety-nine —(cf. Edwards,  2000 ) and strengthens her 
complaint. Sia, however, has had enough of this troubles telling, and the show 
must come to an end: she attempts to take the fl oor while Eleni is still talking 
(line 40) and places her  listen -prefaced turn (cf. Sidnell,  2007 ) in overlap with 
what seems to be the end of Eleni’s turn ( psemata/lies  in line 41). Sia’s turn is 
an affi  liative reassurance that the show’s team will support Eleni, who actively 
aligns with Sia’s affi  liative move (lines 45, 47, 49). 

 To sum up, this extract showed how the advice recipient’s responses shifted 
from marked acceptance of advice to rejection of advice. Eleni initially aligned 
with Sia’s advice giving, which she treated as an affi  liation with her troubles, 
but then rejected it by resorting to troubles talk again, as throughout the inter-
view, apart from seeking help, Eleni tried to show everyone that she had been 
treated unfairly by her husband, she suff ered, and that her judgment of his 
behaviour is correct. After all, “what is exchanged in the studio is always a 
performance for the overhearing audience” (Tolson,  2006 : 20), and this par-
ticular guest explicitly indicated in the talk she produced that she cares about 
the overhearing audience’s response (see lines 20-23 in the fragment). Eleni’s 
shift from receiving advice to rejecting it is another proof of the conversation 
analytic claim that the reception of advice is an interactional matter (Heritage 
and Sefi ,  1992 ). Th e advice recipient may easily reject advice he/she has previ-
ously accepted. Possibly, as has already been argued, receiving advice is an 
interactional resource for the advice giver that enables him/her to display affi  l-
iation with the advice recipient. 

 So far, we have seen instances of troubles tellers accepting the advice off ered 
to them, even if this acceptance is temporary. In the following section, we see 
how advice off ered by the talk-show hostess can be resisted.  

  5 Resisting advice that is hearable as criticism 

 In the previous sections, the advice recipients treated the hostess’s advice as 
affi  liation with their trouble and displayed receipt of the advice. Th at advice 
was treated as sympathetic as it exhibited a concern for the advice recipient’s 
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positive face. In this section, the troubles teller resists the advice he is off ered 
because it affi  liates with another guest’s positive face and seems to be threaten-
ing his own negative face. In this case, I believe that advice is hearable as a 
negative evaluation of the troubles teller’s past actions and is therefore rejected 
by means of denying the criticism that is implied. Th is kind of reaction is 
frequently encountered in my data. Th e following fragment occurs halfway 
through a show, after hostess (S)ia Liaropoulou has questioned the two guests 
for about 25 minutes about the problems they face. Th e main problem seems 
to be that (Ar)giris, who does not have a permanent job, goes out too often 
while his wife, (An)gela, is restricted to their house, taking care of their three 
children. 

  Fragment 3                   

1 Ar:  ena merokamato ‘ndaksi (.) .hh to:: vγazo. (.) δen ine omos

2   sineχomeno afto to:: (.) praγma.

   1  ‘Some wages OK (.) .hh I:: earn them. (.) But this is not 

   2  something (.) permanent.’ 

3   (.)

4 S:  ne to ‘χo katalavi afto oti i δulja su δen ine:: staθeri

5   .hh aplos i γineka su lei oti δen θelo na vγenis δen θelo

6   na me paratas c’ esi tis les θa prospaθiso.

       4  ‘Yes I’ve understood that your job is no::t permanent, 

       5  .hh your wife just tells you I don’t want you to go out I don’t want 

       6  you to leave me alone and you tell her I’ll try.’ 

7   (0.3) ((Argiris looks down))

8 S:  e δen iparçi prospaθia pano s’ afto, i vγeno i δen vγeno.

   8  ‘Uh there is no try, either I go out or I don’t go out.’ 

9   (0.2)

10 S:  na prospaθisis na mi vγe:nis.

   10  ‘You must try not to go ou:t.’ 

11   (3.0)

12 Ar:  endaksi vγeno c’ eγo san anθropos δen i[:ne δen eçi

   12  ‘OK I go out as a human being does it is no[:t it does not have’ 

13 S:                     [i γineka su vγeni

14   san anθropos?

   13                     [‘Does your wife go 

   14  out as a human being?’ 

15   (0.4)

16 Ar:  ma:: pos borume na vγu:me me tria peδja pu borume na:::

17   pu borume na pame (.) pu bo- (.) ja [na vγi kapjos ekso

   16  ‘Bu::t how can we go out with three children where can we::: 

   17  where can we go? (.) where c- (.) in [order for someone to go out’ 

18 An:               [afto to katalave:no δen
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19   mas to epitrepi cjola .h

   18                                       [‘I understa:nd this .h it 

   19  doesn’t allow us either .h’ 

20 Ar:  ja na vγume ekso [me ti γineka mu ce me tria peδja (.)=

   20  ‘In order for us to go out [with my wife and three children (.)’= 

21 An:            [ta ikonomika mas

   21            [‘Our fi nancial situation’ 

22 Ar:  =mono ta:: peδja pu θa vγun ekso θa θelun ena paγoto:: θa

23   θelun kati.

   22  =‘the chi:ldren when they go out they’ll want an ice crea:m they’ll 

   23  want something.’ 

24   (.)

25 S:  .hh e ne:: ala:: me afti ti loγici:: .h δen ksero na to pa:te

26   enala::ks? ce na kratas esi ta peδja mja mera ce na

27   vγe:ni mo::ni tis ce na kratai ecini ta

28   peδja mja mera [ce na vγe:nis mo::nos?

   25  ‘.hh Uh ye::s bu::t from this point of view:: .h I don’t know you 

   26  should take it in tu:rns? And one day you should look after the 

   27  children so she can go: out on her ow::n and the next day she can 

   28  look after the children [so you can go:: out on your ow::n?’ 

29 Ar:            [ma δen γinete afto. (.) ine

30   dropali: poli ce δen vγeni moni tis

   29            [‘But this doesn’t/cannot happen. (.) She is 

   30  too shy: and she doesn’t go out on her own’ 

31 S:  .hh ara vγe:nis mo:no esi. (.) .h me apotelesma na ‘çis

32   sineça mja γineka sto spiti na kratai tria

33   peδja:, (.) .h na for- na epo mi:zete  o:lo to va:ros (.) ce to

34   a:nχos, (.) [ce na to andimetopizi mo:ni tis

   31  ‘.hh So only you go: out (.) .h As a result you have 

   32  a wife who stays all the time in the house to look after three 

   33  chi:ldren, (.) .h who lo- who sh ou: lders a:ll the burden (.) and the 

   34  stre:ss, (.) [and she must face it on her o:wn’ 

35 Ar:      [tis to ‘χo pi

   35      [‘I’ve said this to her’ 

36 Ar:  tis to ‘χo pi na  pai . (.) me tis fi les tis. δen p-

37     δen  piγeni  δen  θe:li. tis eχo pi na kaθiso eγo na kratiso

38   ta:: (.) peδja. (.) m::u lei δen θelo δen boro.

   36  ‘I’ve said this to her to  go  out. (.) With her friends. She d- she 

   37   doesn’t  go she  doesn’t  wa:nt to. I’ve told her I’ll stay in to look 

   38  after the:: (.) children. (.) She tells m::e I don’t want to I can’t.’ 

 In a possible attempt to shift the focus of the conversation, Argiris has been 
telling Sia that the family’s fi nancial situation is bad because he does not have 
a permanent job (lines 1-2). Sia acknowledges that this is indeed a problem by 
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means of a pre-disagreement preface ( ne to ‘χo katalavi…staθeri/Yes I’ve under-
stood…permanent ) but she then shifts footing in lines 5-6 by animating 
Angela’s words to present Angela’s complaint eff ectively and at the same time 
preserve a neutralistic stance (Clayman,  1992 ) ( aplos i γineka su…paratas/but 
your wife…leave ). Note that the word  aplos/just  is a way of shifting attention 
back to the topic of his going out: if Argiris’s earlier reference to his fi nancial 
problems was a way of presenting the family problems as more complicated, 
Sia uses this word to indicate that the solution to Angela’s problem is not so 
complicated. In line 6 Sia changes footing again to animate Argiris’s reaction 
to his wife’s complaint ( c’ esi…prospaθiso/and you…try ). Th is use of reported 
speech allows Sia to preserve her neutralistic stance and at the same time to 
make Argiris’s point of view available for criticism. However, in her next move 
in line 8 she criticizes Argiris’s claim that he “will try” by calling in question 
the relevance of trying ( e δen iparçi prospaθia…vγeno/Uh there is no try…go 
out ). Th e use of fi rst person singular ( i vγeno i δen vγeno/I either I go out or I 
don’t go out ) allows Sia to enact what either Argiris or anyone else should think 
in this case. Argiris does not respond to this challenge and Sia goes on to 
explicitly formulate her advice by means of a directive that fi nally incorporates 
“trying” (line 10). A rather long gap occurs (line 11), indicating Argiris’s prob-
lematic uptake of the advice off ered, as well as a dispreferred response to the 
complaint of his wife that has been enacted by Sia. Finally Argiris rejects the 
advice and the complaint by saying that he just goes out as every human being 
would have the right to do (line 12): by presenting “going out” as a category-
bound activity of the category “human being” (Sacks,  1972a ;  1972b ), he can 
defend himself against Sia’s criticism and his wife’s complaint. Th e word 
 endaksi/OK  introduces a “not-at-fault” denial of the complaint (Dersley and 
Wooton,  2000 : 387): Argiris admits that he is involved in the complained-of 
action but he is “shrugging off  any culpability being ascribed to [him]” (ibid.) 
by mentioning the category “human being”. However, the repair  δen ine: δen 
eçi/it is no:t it does not have  shows a problem in articulating a stronger argu-
ment. Sia, in overlap, defends Angela’s rights and challenges his argument by 
invoking the same category-bound activity for Angela’s sake (lines 13-14). 
Interviewers in news-interviews have often been shown to depart from their 
neutralistic stance when they have to defend human rights (Greatbatch and 
Dingwall,  1998 ; Poulios,  1999 ) and this is also true for interviewers in this 
kind of context. 

 Argiris’s response to this challenge is a counter-challenge via the use of 
wh-questions prefaced by  ma/but  ( Ma pos borume na vγume me tria peδja, 
pu borume na pame/How can we go out with three children, where can we go ). 
Such questions have been shown to be used as vehicles for complaining or 
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challenging other speakers’ turns (Koshik,  2003 ; Monzoni,  2008 ). Speakers 
who utter them usually “have the information they seem to be trying to elicit” 
and their actual aim is to “characterize recipients’ activities as troublesome, 
thus complainable, by indicating a problem which should be evident to the 
recipients themselves” (Monzoni,  2008 : 83). Th us, at this point Argiris points 
to a dimension of the problem that should be evident to Sia: a family of fi ve 
cannot easily go out (lines 16-17). Again, the prolongation of sounds, the 
repairs and the cut-off  beginning of the third wh-question may indicate that 
he treats the argument as weak; however, as he starts to account for his argu-
ment, his wife off ers an overlapping defence (line 18). As Argiris begins to 
explain his argument using a vague construction ( ja na vγi kapjos ekso/In order 
for someone to go out ), Angela’s  afto to katalave:no / I understa:nd this ), which is 
addressed to Sia, is an admission on her part that Argiris is right at this point 
(that is, their fi nancial situation is bad and the whole family cannot easily go 
out at once). Th is admission gives Argiris a chance to repair his explanation 
off ering a more specifi c construction that explicitly refers to himself, his wife 
and their children ( ja na vγume ekso…kati/In order for us…out ), a phrasing 
that strengthens his argument as he takes into account the whole family 
(although Angela’s turns could have implied that since the fi nancial situation 
of the family does not allow them to go out, Argiris should also reduce his 
outings). Sia’s next turn in lines 25-28 begins with dispreference markers (an 
inbreath,  e ne: ala:/uh ye:s bu:t ) but also includes the phrase  m’ afti ti loγici::/
from this point of view::  which indicates that what she is going to propose is 
grounded in Argiris’s argument. Sia off ers another solution to the problem: 
they can take it in turns. She constructs this solution as consisting of two 
alternatives but Argiris does not wait for her to complete the second alterna-
tive: his turn overlaps Sia’s at a point where what she is going to say is evident, 
and since he is going to reject the fi rst alternative (that is, his wife’s going out 
on her own) his response cannot be delayed any more. Th e meaning of the 
phrase  ma δen γinete afto  is ambiguous. It can both mean  Th is does not happen  
and  Th is cannot happen ; whichever meaning is given to it by Argiris, he attri-
butes his rejection of Sia’s advice to his wife’s shyness and implies that he is not 
at fault when she stays at home. Sia’s next turn begins with a conclusion she 
draws from what he has been telling her so far: ( ara…esi/So…out ). She then 
presents the consequences of Argiris’s going out using a three-part list format 
(Jeff erson,  1990 ). Note that at the second part of her list, she uses repair to 
choose a word that has a stronger connotation for Angela’s suff ering: the cut-
off  syllable  for-  was probably the beginning of the verb  fortonete/load  but Sia 
abandons it to use the verb  epomi:zete/shoulder , which, being more formal 
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than  fortonete/load  and, hence, more appropriate for this context, carries a 
heavier meaning. Although the list format of her turn and the rising intona-
tion contour of the word  a:nχos/stre:ss  project that a third part will come, 
Argiris produces one more turn in overlap to defend himself against Sia’s criti-
cism in line 35.  tis to ‘χo pi / Ι’ve said this to her  shows that he has already 
thought of the suggestion Sia has made, thus implying that this advice is 
redundant as he already knows what should be done. He then recycles this 
phrase (Schegloff ,  1987 ) in line 36 and unpacks what he has already said to 
her to claim that he has already given his wife a chance to go out, but she 
refuses. He uses reported speech ( m::u lei…boro / She tells me…can’t ) to defend 
himself by stressing the fact that she chooses to stay in so he should not be 
held responsible for it. 

 In this fragment, then, we have seen how a guest resists the suggestions 
made by the hostess because they are hearable as criticism of the guest’s 
actions. Her advice is rejected because it is hearable as affi  liating with the needs 
of the other guest, that is, the opposite side, and as a threat to the guest’s nega-
tive face. Th e guest denies the hostess’s criticism of his actions and defends 
himself by troubles telling, invoking moral categories and displaying compe-
tence regarding the problem. Rejection of advice is a vehicle for self-defence 
and possibly more troubles telling. Th is is also evident in the following sec-
tion, in which we see how a guest resists the advice off ered by an expert.  

  6 Advice off ered by an expert 

 Th is section presents advice that is off ered by Tenia Makri, the expert of 
 Epitelus Mazi/Together at Last . As has already been stated, the expert is given a 
prominent role in this show, as her contribution is invited by the host 
towards the end of each programme and is used for the presentation of the 
morale. Th e host gives the fl oor to the expert after the guest’s story has been 
presented and/or confl ict between guests has taken place. Th e expert usually 
holds the fl oor with extended turns that present an evaluation of the guests’ 
situation and propose solutions to the problem they face. Th is is evident in the 
next fragment that comes from a programme in which (C)hristos, 40±, has 
come to the show to complain about the fact that his wife, (K)aterina, 35±, 
has abandoned him after he was paralyzed due to a stroke. Katerina is also 
taking part in the conversation but she is talking from the studio’s monitor 
room. She has told (A)ndreas Mikroutsikos that after the stroke, Christos has 
been causing many problems to her and their children and that is why she 
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wants to get a divorce. After having listened to both sides, Andreas asks the 
couple to listen to (T)enia Makri. 

  Fragment 4a                   
1 A:  katerina, (.) katerina ce xri:sto θa- θa:: iθela na

2   a ku: sete proseχtika: (.) χoris na paremvete tin tenja

3   makr[i. (.) tenja mu.

       1  ‘Katerina, (.) Katerina and Chri:stos I- I wou::ld like you to 

       2   li:sten  ca:refully (.) without intervening Tenia 

       3  Makr[i. (.) My Tenia.’ 

4 K:    [Ne θa to iθela.

   4    [‘Yes I’d like to.’ 

5 T:  .hhh E::: (.) katerina θa apefθinθo se  se:na ,

   5  ‘.hhh U:::h (.) Katerina I’ll address  you:, ’ 

6   (0.2) ((Tenia opens her mouth))

7 K:  Ne.

   7  ‘Yes.’ 

8   (0.5) ((Tenia looks as if she’s thinking of what she is going to

9   say))

10 T:  .h i:sos apo prosopici mu embiria (0.4) .hhh ce θa su po

11   ena praγma (.) oti o:tan enas ne:os anθropos (.) χani ti maçi

12   tu me ti zoi: (.) .hhh χani:: (.) afta ta opi:a e:njoθe (.) na eçi

13   otan itan γero:s, (.) γinete pa:ra poli skliros me ton eafto tu

14   katerina. (.) .hh afti ti sklira:δa (.) ti vioni olo to

15   perivalon pu iparçi δipla tu. (.) δ en ine  o i:δjos.

16   (0.3) jati i prosopikotita- e: katerina [tu anθropu pu=

   10  ‘.h Perha:ps from personal experience (0.4) .hhh and I’ll tell you 

   11  one thing (.) that whe:n a you:ng person (.) loses a battle 

   12  with life (.) .hhh  lo::ses  (.) those things that he fe:lt (.) he had 

   13  when he was stro:ng, (.) he becomes extre:mely hard on himself 

   14  Katerina. (.) .hh Th is hardness (.) is experienced by everyone in 

   15  the environment around him. (.) He  is not  the sa:me person. 

   16  (0.3) Because the personality- u:h Katerina of [the person who’= 

17 C:                      [((crying))

18 T:  =aroste:ni (.)  ala:zi . (.).hhh c’ emis pu imaste konda:

19   tu i anθropi i opi:i ton aγapi:same otan itan sta kala:

20   tu (.) ce me tis kales tu stiγmes ce me tis kaces tu (.)

21   .hh to mono [pu eχume na tu kanume (.) ine=

   18  =‘falls i:ll (.)  cha:nges . (.).hhh And we who are clo:se to 

   19  him the people who: lo:ved him when he was we:ll 

   20  (.) both at his good moments and his bad moments (.) 

   21  .hh the only thing [we can do to him (.) is’= 

22 C:           [(               ) çirotera

   22          [(          ) worse
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23 T:  = aplo:[:s  (.) na ton katalavume liγo kalitera (.) ce na=

   23  =‘ si:m[ply  (.) to understand him a bit better (.) and to’= 

24 C:     [(        farmaka) eperna

   24     [‘(       medicine) I took’ 

25 T:  =ton voiθisume na apokti:si embistosi:ni (.) ston cenurjo

26   afto eafto ce stis δiskolies pu eçi apo[ktisi. (.) .hh

       25  =‘help him fi nd confi dence (.) in this new 

       26  self and the problems he has ac[quired (.) .hh’ 

27 K:              [ne. siγnomi ciria makri eγo

28   ekana aγona ja na to katafe:ro afto (.) [na (prospaθiso)

   27              [‘Yes. Excuse me Mrs. Makri I 

   28  struggled to achie:ve this (.) [to (try)’ 

29 T:              [e:: katerina mu, (.) akuse me

30   liγa:ci. (.) .h i teseris mines sto nosokomio in’

31   anamfi svitita ine  pa:ra  poli sklire:s m- (.) skliri  mi: nes

32   (.) ja enan anθropo pu aγonizete na δi ton anθropo tu

33   kala:. (.) ala prepi na su po oti otan (.) i zoi mas pezi

34      to:so  sklira peχniδja katerina (.) .hh ea:n leme praγmatika oti

35   ton anθropo me ton opion zume mazi (.) eχume kani  peδja  (.)

36   .h ton  aγapa:me , (.) prepi na minume konda: tu (.) ce to:te (.)

37   otan aftos o anθropos (.)  ala:zi . (.) .hh i epiθetikotita pu

38   eχune i asθenis katerina (.) δen tin eχune pros tous

39   anθropus tu perivalondos tus ala pros ton iδjo tus ton

40   eafto. (0.4) .hhh otan lipon afto  δen  to katalavume

41   katerina, (.) afti oli i epiθetikotita tin prosopopiume. (.)

42   ce tin ka:nume δik- (.) epiθetikotita pros  ema:s  (.) δen ine

43   pros emas katerina, (.) .h ine pros ton i:δjo tus ton eafto. (.)

44   .hh jati o:tan ka:pjos anθropos sakatevete opos af-

45   sakateftice o  xri:stos  (.) iδes ti ipes esi i iδja? .hh

46   oti aftos o anθropos mu arese san  a:nδras,  (.).hh otan lipon

47   o xristos eçi χasi ena  me:ros  tu eaftu tu katerina mu .hh

48   epomeno ine aftes i proδiaγrafes pu içe aftos o anδras .hh

49   na min ine pja ecines i opies içe .hh  o:tan  içes ksecinisi

50   mazi tu .hh sin to o:ti (.) ipirçe i alaγi stin

51   prosopikotita loγo tis asθe:nias, (0.4) ara aftos o anθropos

52   δen içe tipota ja sena. (.) to mono lipon pu içe mini

53   itane mono to peδi sas. (.) afto lipon ine ena  komma:ti  .hh

54   to opio θa iθela  liγa:ci  na tu δosis sce:psi. (.)

   ((20 lines omitted))

75   an θelis praγmatika .hh to koritsaci su ja- ce to aγori su

76   na ine (.) i γii:  (.) psiçika ce isoropimena, .hh tote θa

77   prepi afton ton anθropo na ton timisis. (.) me tis δisko li:es 

78   tu, (.) me ta parapona tu (.) ce me afto pu ine tora. (.)

79   aljotika katerina mu, ta provlimata tu xristu θa γinun
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80   ce provlimata ton peδjon su, (.) ja pjon loγo; (.) jati (.)

81   θa- ine provlimata δika: su katerina. .hh c’ oso na mi

82   θelis na: (.) oso ma:lon na  θe:lis  na (.) apopiiθi:s tin

83   praγmatikotita su, .hh o xri:stos θa ine eδo ce θa sti

84   θimi:zi. (1.0) o xristos e:tsi ine. (.) δen procite na γini

85   kalitera apo o,ti ine [.hh tulaçiston (.) somatika=

   29                          [‘U::h my Katerina, (.) listen to me 

   30  plea:se. (.) .h Th e four months at the hospital are 

   31  undoubtedly  ve:ry  he:rd m- (.) hard  mo:nths  

   32  (.) for a person who struggles to see his person get 

   33  be:tter. (.) But I must tell you that when (.) life plays 

   34   so:  hard games with us Katerina (.) .hh i:f we really say that the 

   35  person with whom we live (.) we’ve had  children  with him (.) 

   36  .h we  lo:ve  him, (.) we have to sta:y clo:se to him (.) the:n, too (.) 

   37  when this person (.)  cha:nges . (.) .hh Th e aggressiveness that 

   38  patients show Katerina (.) they don’t show it towards 

   39  people in their environment but towards their own 

   40  selves. (0.4) .hh So when we don’t realize this 

   41  Katerina, (.) we personalize all this aggressiveness. (.) 

   42  And we ma:ke it our- (.) aggressiveness towards  u:s . (.) It is not 

   43  towards us Katerina, (.) .h it is to:wards their own selves. (.) 

   44  .hh Because whe:n a pe:rson is maimed as th- 

   45  Chri:stos was maimed (.) did you hear what you yourself said? .hh 

   46  Th at this person appealed to me as a  ma:n,  (.) .hh so when 

   47  Christos has lost a  pa:rt  of his self my Katerina .hh 

   48  consequently the specifi cations that this man had .hh 

   49  are not those he had .hh  whe:n  you had fi rst been involved 

   50  with him .hh plus the fa:ct that (.) there was a change of 

   51  personality because of the i:llness, (0.4) so this person did not 

   52  have anything for you any more. (.) Th e only thing that remained 

   53  was only your child. (.) So this is a  po:int  .hh 

   54  that I’d like you to consi:der a  bi:t . (.) 

      ((20 lines omitted)) 

   75  if you really want .hh your little girl to- and your boy 

   76  to be (.)  hea:lthy  (.) psychologically and balanced, .hh then you 

   77  will have to honour this person. (.) With his  di:ffi  culties , 

   78  (.) with his complaints (.) and with what he is now. (.) 

   79  Otherwise my Katerina, the problems of Christos will become 

   80  problems of your children too, (.) for what reason? (.) Because (.) 

   81  they will- be your ow:n problems Katerina. .hh And even if you 

   82  don’t want to: (.) or ra:ther even if you  wa:nt  to (.) deny: your 

   83  reality, .hh Chri:stos will be here to 

   84  remi:nd you of it. (1.0) Th at’s ho:w Christos is. (.) He won’t get 

   85  any better than he is [.hh at least (.) physically.’ =
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86 K:           [ciria tenja

   86           [‘Mrs. Tenia’    7  

87 T:  =apo plevras psiçicis iγias bori na voiθiθi .hh na

88   paraδeχθi c’ ecinos tin praγmatikotita tu. (.)  ala:  (.)

89   katerina mu, me to na δioksis ton  xri:sto  (.) δen linonde ta

90   provlimata su jati o xristos ine i praγmatikotita su

91   γlicja mu. (.) [.hh  a::n  lipon voiθiθi liγaci (.) c’ ecinos=

   87  =‘As for his psychological health he may be helped .hh to 

   88  accept himself his reality. (.)  Bu:t  (.) 

   89  my Katerina, by sending  Chri:stos  away (.) your problems 

   90  aren’t solved because Christos is your reality 

   91  my dear. (.) [.hh  I:f  then he is helped a bit (.) he himself ’= 

92 K:         [ciria

   92          [‘Mrs.’ 

93 T:  =na katalavi ta provlimata tu (.) ala c’  esi:  (.) oti aftos

94   ine o pateras (.) tis ko:ris su (.) tote na kseris oti ta

95   praγmata θa ine poli pjo elafra ja tus δjo sas.

       93  =‘to understand his problems (.) and  you:  too (.) that this 

       94  is the father (.) of your dau:ghter (.) then you should know that 

       95  things will be much easier for you both.’ 

96   (.)

   7  Th e title-plus-fi rst-name is an acceptable form of address in Modern Greek. It bridges the 
gap between the very intimate fi rst-name form of address and the very formal title-plus-last-
name form (Sifi anou  1992 : 64).  

   8  Incidentally, at the beginning of this programme, Andreas announced that Tenia’s husband 
had died a few days before and off ered his condolences. Perhaps this is the personal experience 
Tenia is referring to in this extract. It is worth mentioning that this is the only instance of Tenia 
invoking personal experiences in my data; perhaps this is problematic for her, as a professional 
counsellor is usually not supposed to refer to personal experience. Th is problematic status might 
be evident in the hesitant way in which she begins her turn (lines 5, 6, 8-9).  

 After listening to the couple argue for a while, Andreas asks them to listen to 
Tenia, without intervening. In this way he indicates the importance of her 
“expert” status (lines 1-3). Katerina states that she is willing to listen to her 
advice (line 4). Tenia makes it clear that she wants to address Katerina (line 5) 
and Katerina agrees to become the addressee of Tenia’s discourse (line 7). 
Another gap follows, which may be a sign of a dispreferred turn; Tenia’s evalu-
ation of Katerina’s actions will not please her. Tenia begins her long turn by 
stating that what she is going to say is infl uenced by her personal experience:  8   
this will make her advice sound even more valuable because it stems from facts 
that Tenia has experienced herself and have given her a chance to test  fi rst-hand 
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the eff ectiveness of what she is going to propose. Th roughout her long turn 
Tenia repeatedly uses Katerina’s fi rst name to address her. Th is is done in two 
ways: she either uses only the fi rst name (lines 14, 16, 34, 38, 41, 43, 81) or 
the intimate form of address  fi rst name plus possessive mu, ‘my’  (lines 29, 47, 79, 
89). Th e latter is a strategy of positive politeness that is often used in Greek to 
emphasize in-group solidarity (Sifi anou,  1992 ). Th e former, however, seems to 
be used here whenever Tenia must emphasize a point that Katerina should 
have already taken into consideration; this use of the fi rst name is thus disaf-
fi liative. Tenia describes what usually happens when people “lose a battle with 
life”: they become very hard on themselves and people around them. 
Immediately after this description, in lines 18-21 Tenia off ers the fi rst piece of 
advice using the fi rst person plural ( c’ emis pu imaste konda: tu…to mono pu 
eχume na kanume/And we who are clo:se…the only thing we can do ). Th e use of 
fi rst person plural is a strategy of positive politeness promoting in-group soli-
darity; however, at this point Tenia also uses it to normalize the course of 
action she is about to promote by generalizing it. Th us, the fi rst two things 
that Tenia, Katerina and other people belonging to the same group can do is 
understand the person and help him (in this case, Christos). Tenia fi rst uses 
the word  mono / only  and then stresses the word  aplo:s  (which literally means 
 si:mply  but can also be used to mean  only ) to indicate that these are the only 
possible solutions and also that they are simple enough for everyone to adopt. 
Katerina’s response to this advice is produced in overlap with Tenia’s turn (lines 
27-28): she states that she has already tried very hard to do so. Note that she 
uses the formal form of address  ciria makri/Mrs. Makri  which indicates the 
asymmetry between the lay person and the expert. Katerina uses the strong 
word  aγona/struggle  to stress how hard she tried. By stating this she rejects 
Tenia’s advice and displays her competence on the issue. Tenia, however, must 
go on as she has to make some evaluative comments and off er more advice. 
She uses the intimate address form  katerina mu/My Katerina  and the modifi er 
 liγaci  (the diminutive form of  liγo/a bit , analysed as an informal variant of 
 parakalo / please  by Sifi anou,  1992 : 171) to interrupt her (lines 29-30): both 
devices allow her to mitigate her request that Katerina listen to her, and thus 
take care of Katerina’s negative face. Tenia goes on to acknowledge Katerina’s 
diffi  culties in spending four months at the hospital with Christos ( i teseris…
kala:/Th e four months…be:tter , lines 30-33): this is a pre-disagreement affi  lia-
tion that helps Tenia construct a disaffi  liative next TCU that does advising as 
well as criticism of Katerina’s actions. Th is advice is prefaced by  ala prepi na su 
po/But I must tell you , a phrase that constructs the advice that will follow as 
Tenia’s obligation to off er it. Th e advice ( prepi na minume konda: tu/we have to 
stay clo:se to him ) in line 36 is given in the context of three pre-conditions: 
a) when life plays hard games, b) if we really say that we love the person with 
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whom we live and with whom we have children (note the use of reported 
speech here, as Katerina has previously said that she used to love her husband 
in the past), and c) when this person changes. 

 Tenia then explains to Katerina why she must not consider Christos’s aggres-
siveness as aimed towards her (lines 37-43): she achieves that by means of an 
interesting format that involves repetition and resembles what has been identi-
fi ed by Wong ( 2000 ) as “fi rst saying + insertion + second saying”. Although 
Wong identifi es this format in shorter turns that are usually part of storytell-
ing sequences, I believe that his observations are useful for this context, too. 
Note that Tenia uses Katerina’s name in all three parts of this format (and, to 
be precise, in the middle of each part). Th us, the fi rst saying “ i epiθetikotita…
katerina…ton eafto/Th e aggressiveness…Katerina…own selves ” (lines 37-40) 
presents a troublesome situation and is followed by the insertion “ .hh otan 
lipon…katerina… ema:s /So when…Katerina…towards u:s ” (lines 40-42) which 
contains material that presents the consequences of the situation described by 
the fi rst saying. Th e presentation of these consequences is followed by the 
second saying “ δen ine…katerina…ton eafto/It is not…Katerina…own selves”  
(lines 42-43). Th e use of Katerina’s name again helps Tenia emphasize the 
points she wants to make by drawing Katerina’s attention to the points she 
should already have thought. 

 A three-part format that looks more like the one identifi ed by Wong ( 2000 : 
413-415) is used by Tenia immediately afterwards as she starts accounting for 
the reason why Christos is not as attractive as he was (or, as she puts it, why 
the specifi cations are not the same any more). Th e fi rst saying in lines 44-45 
“o :tan kapjios…χri:stos/whe:n a person…maimed  ”, which contains  sakateftice/
is maimed , a verb with negatively valenced meaning, is followed by an inser-
tion which initiates repair by means of a TCU that incorporates Katerina’s 
reported speech ( iδes ti ipes… a:nδras /did you see… ma:n  ) (lines 45-46). Th is 
insertion is followed by the second saying “ otan lipon o χristos…eaftu tu/so 
when…his self  ” (lines 46-47). Th e use of reported speech and the repetition 
format help Tenia present an eff ective contrast between Katerina’s earlier atti-
tude towards Christos (that is, being attracted by him) and her current stance 
(that is, rejecting Christos) which may be mitigated to some extent by the 
intimate phrase  katerina mu/My Katerina  (line 47). At this point Tenia states 
(line 53) that the only thing that remains of their marriage is Katerina’s child: 
she thus off ers Katerina a piece of advice that sounds too general ( afto lipon 
ine ena  koma:ti …sce:psi/So this is a  po:int …consider a bit ) (lines 53-54). A bit 
later she makes this advice more specifi c in the context of another pre- 
condition: if she wants her children to be balanced, she will have to honour 
Christos. As Tenia’s extended turn approaches its end, and as she presents the 
consequences Katerina will have to face if she does not follow this advice 
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 ( aljotika…γlicja mu/Otherwise…my dear ) (lines 79-91), Tenia uses more inti-
mate forms of address (two instances of  katerina mu/My Katerina  in lines 79 
and 89 and one of  γlicja mu/my dear  in line 91). Her extended turn is con-
cluded by a fi nal piece of advice that is presented as two pre-conditions (lines 
91-95): a) if Christos is helped to understand himself and his problems—the 
passive verb  voiθiθi:/is helped  is a mitigated form of advice as it omits the agent 
of the proposed advice (cf. Hudson,  1990 ) leaving it open that it may be by 
Katerina, by himself, or by somebody else—and b) if Katerina herself under-
stands that Christos is her daughter’s father, then things will be much easier 
for them both. 

 Tenia’s talk exhibits features of a melodramatic design (cf. Makri-Tsilipakou, 
 2001b ): the tempo is slow, there are frequent pauses, and the words are care-
fully chosen to evoke moral categories. She evokes the rights that are bound 
with the category  sick young person  as well as the obligations that are bound 
with the categories  wife of a sick husband  and  mother  to criticize Katerina’s 
actions. All these are complemented by Christos’s (possibly forced) crying and 
his  sotto voce  accounts of the problems caused by the stroke (lines 17, 22, 24). 
Katerina recognizes the end of Tenia’s extended turn and attempts to take the 
fl oor to defend herself twice by using address forms at two possible transition 
relevant places: the form title-plus-fi rst-name ( ciria tenja/Mrs. Tenia ) is less 
formal than the form title-plus-last-name but still indicates the asymmetry 
between an expert and a lay person. 

 Th is fragment presents instances of “evaluative advice” (Vehviläinen,  2001 ) 
off ered by an expert. Th is kind of advice tends to be resisted in my data and 
often leads to an argument. It is worth seeing how Katerina defends herself in 
the continuation of the above extract. 

  Fragment 4b                   

97 K:  ciria tanja boro na sas po δjo kuvendes ?

   97  ‘Mrs Tania can I tell you two things?’ 

98 T:  parakalo.

   98  ‘Please.’ 

99 K:  .hhh (.) j’ aft- (.) o xristos (.) efi γe ap’ to spiti .h ja to loγ-

100   ja tin psiçici iremia ton  peδjo:n  (.)  mu: . j’ afto δen θelo na

101   ton ksanavalo mes sto spiti. .hh ce δen ton p- petaksa teli:os

102   ston δro:mo. (.) sas ipa piγa ce vrika cinonici liturγo

103   sto asklipiio vulas ce tu aniksame

104   [e:na δro:mo (.) ala δe:n to δeχtice: (.) sikoθice ce=

   99  ‘.hhh (.) Th at’s wh- (.) Christos (.) left my house .h for the reas- 

   100  for the calmness of  my:  (.)  chi:l dren:. Th at’s why I don’t want to 

   101  take him back to the house. .hh And I d- didn’t turn him out in the 
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   102  street comple:tely. (.) I told you I went and found a social worker 

   103  at Asklipiio Voulas ((a hospital)) and we o:pened up 

   104  [a: pa:th for him (.) but he didn’t acce:pt it (.) and he’= 

105 C:  [((addressing Andreas)) (                   )

106 K:  =e:fi γe:. (.) .hh ce afti ti stiγmi (.) ine stus δro:mus δen

107   boro na ton voiθiso perisotero eγo apo o,ti ton eχo

108   voiθisi. eγo afto pu θelo afti ti stiγmi ine na m’ afi si

109   mo:ni mu me ta peδja mu. (…) ime ikani na ta ziso me to

110   cefali ce to:- (.) kaθaro .h me to prosopo kaθaro ciria .h

111   ta:nja.

   106  =‘le:ft. (.) .hh And now (.) he is out on the stree:ts I 

   107  can’t help him any more than I have 

   108  helped him. What I want from him now is to leave me 

   109  alo:ne with my children. (…) I am able to support them as an 

   110  honest and- (.) virtuous .h woman Mrs. .h 

   111  Ta:nia.’ 

112   (.)

113 T:  e:: katerina mu, .hh e::: to na les oti mja tetja δiskoli

114   katastasi e:: δiatarasi tin iremia ton peδjon, eçis δikjo.

115   .hh θeoro oti o xristos na min andilamvanete to poso sovaro

116   provlima δjol- (.) δimiurγi i simberifora tu, .hh ce::

117   δimiurγi i simberifora tu tetja provlimata δioti (.)

118   ispra:ti (.) a:rnisi apo sena katerina. (.) .hh ce

119   i a:rnisi pu isprati o xristos (.) meγalopiite, ce kses

120   jati meγalopiite? (.) jati eçi ce tin arnisi tu kormju

121   tu. [.hh eçi ce tin arni[si .hh tis (.) tis] iγi:as-tu, (.)=

   113  ‘U::h my Katerina, .hh u:::h when you say that this diffi  cult 

   114  situation u::h destroys the calmness of the children, you’re right. 

   115  .hh I think that Christos may not realize what a serious 

   116  problem his behaviour c- (.) causes, .hh a::nd 

   117  his behaviour causes such problems because (.) 

   118  he fa:ces (.) a reje:ction by you Katerina. (.) .hh And 

   119  the reje:ction Christos faces (.) increases, and do you know 

   120  why it increases? (.) Because he also has the rejection of his 

   121  body. [.hh He has the reje[ction .hh by (.) his] hea:lth, (.)’= 

122 K:    [(  )    [eγo δen ton arniθika]

   122    [(  )    [‘I didn’t reject him’] 

123 T:  =veveos ce ton arniθices [ce to kse:ris afto

   123  =‘of course you rejected him [and you kno:w it’ 

124 K:              [na sas po perimenete na sas po

125   kati [ciri:a makri? .hh δen ton arniθika, sas ipa=

   124              [‘Let me tell you wait let me tell you 

   125  something [Mrs: Makri .hh I did not reject him, I told you’= 

126 T:         [.hh

127 K:  =jati an iθela na ton arniθo, θa ton iχa paratisi apo tote
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128   sto kat, .hh pu mu to δilo:san i jatri oti panda θa

129   mi:ni [paralitos

   127  =‘because if I wanted to reject him, I would have left him then at 

   128  KAT ((a hospital)), .hh when I was to:ld by the doctors that he will 

   129  be [paralyzed forever’ 

130 T:   [na su po kati katerina? [.hh epiδi eχo c’ eγo=

   130   [‘May I tell you something Katerina? [.hh Because I also have’= 

131 K:                  [ala

   131                  [‘But’ 

132 T:  =anaγlifa γeγonota tis prosopicis mu zoi:s? (.).hh pa:nda

133   elpizume katerina oti o anθropos mas θa γini kaliteros ce

134   j’ afto aγonizomaste. [.hh δen mas ta pezi omos i zoi=

   132  =‘vivid memories from events in my personal li:fe? (.).hh We 

   133  a:lways hope Katerina that our person will get better and 

   134  that’s why fi ght. [.hh But life does not bring things’= 

135 K:           [aγonistika.

   135           [‘I did fi ght.’ 

136   =etsi katerina. .hh Δen mas ta pezi etsi i zoi. .hh Ean

137   θelume γlicja mu praγmatika na onomazomaste anθropi (.)

138   .hh imaste anθropi akomi ce stis δiskoles (.) stiγmes ton

139   anθropon pu leme .hh oti aγapame. (.) ean apostrefume

140   katerina me opjesδipote δiceoloγies (.) .hh tus anθropus

141   aftus pu aγapisame katerina .hh tote pavume na leγomaste

142   (.) anθropi γlicja mu.

   136  =‘this way Katerina. .hh Life does not bring things this way. .hh If 

   137  we really want my dear to call ourselves human beings (.) 

   138  .hh we are human beings even at the bad (.) moments of the 

   139  people whom we say .hh we love. (.) If we turn out of our life 

   140  Katerina with any excuse (.) .hh those people 

   141  we loved Katerina .hh then we cease being called 

   142  (.) human beings my dear.’ 

 In defending her actions, Katerina fi rst projects herself in line 100 as a caring 
mother (note how she stresses the words   peδjo:n mu:/my: chi:ldren  ) and 
addresses Tenia’s claim that by rejecting her husband she causes problems to 
her children: she does not want Christos back exactly because she wants her 
children to be calm. She then projects herself as a caring wife who did care 
about her paralyzed husband (lines 101-104). It is interesting to note the three 
uses of the word  δromos/street, path  in her turn: fi rst she denies having turned 
Christos in the street (lines 101-102), she then stresses that she found a social 
worker and they both opened up a path for him (103-104) and now he has 
chosen to be out on the streets (line 106). She insists on the fact that she wants 
him to leave her alone with her children. Note that Katerina, like Tenia, uses 
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an address form again at the end of her turn (lines 110-111) but this time she 
mispronounces Tenia’s name ( ciria .h ta:nja/Mrs. Ta:nia ) possibly because of 
her anger and distress. Th us Katerina has explicitly rejected Tenia’s advice as 
she has already tried to help her husband and denies the criticism that is 
implied in her words. Tenia acknowledges that this diffi  cult situation upsets 
the children because Christos does not realize the problems he causes (lines 
113-116): her turn begins with a TCU ( e::…simberifora: tu/U::h… causes ) 
that affi  liates with Katerina’s troubles—note the intimate form  katerina mu/
My Katerina  with which it begins. However, this proves to be a pre- disagreement 
affi  liation, as Tenia’s next move ( .hh ce:: δimiurγi…apo sena katerina/.hh a::nd 
his behaviour…by you Katerina , lines 117-118) accuses her of rejecting 
Christos—a rejection that becomes worse because he must face the rejection 
of his body, too. Katerina denies this accusation in overlap (line 122) but 
Tania insists on it (line 123). Katerina, too, insists on her denial and accounts 
for it by stating that she could have rejected him when he was hospitalized 
(lines 124-125, 127-129). Tenia interrupts her with one more reference to her 
personal experiences that strengthens her argument as it helps her present 
herself as wise and knowledgeable about these matters (lines 130, 132-134, 
136-142). Note that throughout her turn, Tenia uses the fi rst person plural, 
which indicates what Tenia, Katerina and other people must do in such cases, 
as well as the disaffi  liative uses of Katerina’s name—the fi ve instances of 
 Katerina  outnumber the two intimate forms  γlicja mu/my dear . It is also worth 
considering how Tenia invokes the moral category  anθropos/human being  to 
emphasize that the course of action she promotes is correct whereas Katerina’s 
behaviour is not in accordance with the requirements of this moral category. 

 Th e way in which the expert constructs her advice is markedly diff erent 
from the advice off ered by the hostess in the previous fragments. Actually, 
whereas the host/hostess in these programmes promotes the egalitarian atmo-
sphere by claiming to be “one of us” (Wood,  2001 ), and thus the advice he/
she off ers is presented as advice off ered between peers (see Pudlinski,  2002 ), the 
expert’s status gives an institutional dimension to the interaction. However, the 
guest does not treat the expert as non-challengeable. On the contrary, the guest 
defends herself against the criticism that is off ered by the expert. She does not 
acknowledge the affi  liation Tenia may be off ering at some points because she 
possibly treats it as presumptuous (cf. Jeff erson and Lee,  1992 : 546), and she 
rejects the advice proposed by displaying competence in the way the problems 
should be addressed, off ering more troubles talk that presents new aspects of 
her situation and guarding herself against the expert’s negative evaluations of 
her situation. Th e advice giving has generated an argument sequence and this 
seems to be common in this kind of talk show. Th e following section presents 
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another interesting case: a context in which the host’s advice is expected but 
what is actually produced is criticism and challenge.  

  7 When a request for advice leads to confrontation 

 In this section we examine a fragment in which the guest’s request for advice 
gives the host a chance to evaluate and challenge the guest’s actions. Requests 
for advice in my data are rarely made. It can be argued that, whether the talk 
show guests specifi cally utter a request for advice or not, the request is implicit 
in the format and purpose of this kind of programme (DeCapua and Dunham, 
 1993 : 521). In this fragment, the host of  Epitelus Mazi/Together at Last  
(A)ndreas Mikroutsikos has been listening for some time to the argument 
between Gerasimos, 50± years old, and (C)hristos, 40±: the two men have 
been fi ghting over (K)aterina 45±, Christos’ wife of twenty-two years, who has 
had an aff air with Gerasimos for twelve years. Katerina intervenes from the 
studio’s monitor room and explicitly asks for the host’s advice. 

  Fragment 5            

1 K:    andre:a  mu, [.hhh i  karδja:  .hhh mu anici sto  jera:simo 

   1  ‘ My Andre:as , [.hhh my  hea:rt  .hhh belongs to  Gera:simos ’ 

2 A:          [ela

   2           [‘Yes’ 

3 C:  Bravo.

   3  ‘Well done.’ 

4 K:  .hhh ala to stefani sto xristo. .hh  se:  parakalo pez mu ti

5   na kano.

   4  ‘.hhh but my wedding wreath   9    to Christos. .hh I beg  you::  tell me 

   5  what to do.’ 

6   (0.6)

7 C:  ti na kanis? (.) na γirisis ston andra su c’ oçi me ton

8   zigolo.

   7  ‘What to do? (.) Come back to your husband and not to the 

   8  gigolo.’ 

9   (0.6)

10 C:    o:çi  me ton  zigolo: 

   10  ‘ No:t  with the  gigolo ’ 

11   (.)

   9  During the Greek orthodox wedding, the bride and groom are crowned with fl owered wed-
ding wreaths that are joined by a white ribbon. Th e wreaths symbolize God’s blessing and the 
couple’s unity; thus, the wedding wreaths are supposed to be sacred objects that the couple must 
keep throughout their life.  
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12 K:  andrea mu apo sena zitao. (.) .hh na mu pis ce θa

13   to kano.

   12  ‘My Andreas I’m asking you. (.) .hh Tell me what to do and I’ll 

   13  do it.’ 

14   (.)

15 C:  to  zigolo:? 

   15  ‘Th e  gigolo ?’ 

16 A:  miso lepto, miso lepto. ea:n praγmatika: i karδja su (.) .hh

17     ani:ci - (.) katarçi:n:: e: mi nomizis oti ime enas  a:n θropos

18   (.) [epiδi

   16  ‘Just a minute, just a minute. I:f your hea:rt rea:lly (.) .hh 

   17   belo:ngs - (.) fi rst of a:ll uh: you must not think that I’m a  pe:rson ’ 

   18  (.) [because 

19 C:   [anici sto jerasim[o;

   19   [‘It belongs to Gerasim[os?’ 

20 A:                                       [MISO LEPTO (.) xri[sto.

   20              [‘JUST A MINUTE (.) Chri[stos.’ 

21 C:                       [(   )

22 A:  xristo. (.) δen ime enas anθropos (.) .h o opi:os (.) e:::

23   θeori ton eafto: tu::: (.) etimo na simvulevi a:lus.

24   (1.5) apo tin ali merja epiδi mu  zitas  ti  γno:mi  mu,

25   [.h θa su ‘leγa ti θa ‘kana eγo sti  θesi  su.

   22  ‘Christos. (.) I’m not a person (.) .h who: (.) u:::h 

   23  considers hi:mse:::lf (.) ready to advise o:thers. 

   24  (1.5) On the other hand since you  ask  for my  opi:nion , 

   25  [.h I’d tell you what I would do if I were in your  position .’ 

26 K:  [ne andrea

   26  [‘Yes Andreas’ 

27   (0.5)

28 K:  s’ akuo.

   28  ‘I’m listening to you.’ 

29 A:  ala oçi oti afto ine to:: to  pjo  orimo, [θa rotisume=

   29  ‘But this is not necessarily the::  wisest  thing [we’ll ask’= 

30 K:                   [ne

   30                   [‘Yes’ 

31 A:  =ce tin tenja [.hh e:::

   31  =‘Tenia, too [.hh u:::h’ 

32 K:         [s’ akuo ce se parakalo na me

33   voi[θisis andre[a mu

   32         [‘I’m listening to you and I beg you to 

   33  he[lp me my [Andreas’ 

34 A:     [ne            [ ea:n - epiδi δen ine: (.) o enθusiazmos enos

35   mina. (.) epiδi eδo vlepo mja δoδekaetia [.hh ce les .hh=

   34     [‘Yes              [ I:f - since it is no:t (.) a month’s excitement. 

   35  (.) Since I see it’s been twelve years [.hh and you say .hh’= 
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36 K:                 [akrivos

   36                     [‘Exactly’ 

37 A:  =oti i karδja su anici sto jerasimo, [.hh eprepe na=

   37  =‘that your heart belongs to Gerasimos, [.hh you should have’= 

38 K:                 [akrivos

   38                 [‘Exactly’ 

39 A:  =ise me to jerasimo. (.) .hh δjoti to  stefa:ni  mu .h

40   ani:ci sto  xri:sto  (.)  pjo  stefa:ni.

   39  =‘been with Gerasimos. (.) .hh Because my wedding wrea:th .h 

   40  belo:ngs to  Chri:stos  (.)  what  wedding wrea:th.’ 

41   (0.5)

42 A:  ((raises and lowers his arms rhythmically)) Otan menis

43   toson gero me to jerasimo? (.) Otan ap’ afti ti

44   simberifora δimiurγunde provlimata sto peδi:?

45   [.h  o:tan  [.h  ti pai na pi ] ENA LEPTO. (.) SÇIMA?

   42  ‘((raises and lowers his arms rhythmically)) When you’ve been 

   43  staying with Gerasimos for such a long time? (.) When this 

   44  behaviour causes problems to the chi:ld? 

   45  [.h  Whe:n  [.h  why say ] JUST A MINUTE. (.) A PRETEXT?’ 

46 K:  [akrivo[:s (      )]

   46  [‘Exa:ct[ly (       )’] 

47 C:        [ena χrono psemata]

   47         [‘Lying for a year’] 

48   (.)

49 A:  SÇIMA STEFAN[Ι? .hh AN EÇIS PERIEXOMENO,=

   49  ‘WREATH AS A PRE[TEXT? .h IF YOU MEAN IT,’= 

50 C:            [dropi su

   50             [‘Shame on you’ 

51 A:  =NE .hh ALA SÇIMA OÇΙ. (.) [ΤΕΝΙΑ; (.) Ti ( )

   51  =‘YES .hh BUT NOT AS A PRETEXT. (.) [TENIA? (.) What( )’ 

52 K:                    [Sosto afto pu les

53   andrea mu.

       52                     [‘What you say is correct 

       53  my Andreas.’ 

54 C:  ine ce dropi su.

   54  ‘Shame on you.’ 

55 T:  (                    ) afti ti stiγmi, (.) .hh e:: ce i dio anθropi

56   eksapatonde apo tin katerina. .hh Ce o jerasimos δen ine

57   siγuros ja tin katerina ala (.) ute ce o cirios xri:stos (.)

58   .hh e::: (.) e- eksapa tate  s’ afti oli ti sçesi.

   55  ‘(                      ) at this point, (.) .hh e:: these people are both 

   56  being deceived by Katerina. .hh Neither is Gerasimos 

   57  sure about Katerina (.) nor is Mr. Chri:stos (.) 

   58  .hh u:::h (.) he- he is being de ceived  in this relationship.’ 

59 A:  ce θelo na rotiso tin katerina. (…)

   59  ‘And I want to ask Katerina (…)’ 
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 After Katerina admits that she loves Gerasimos in line 1 (an admission which 
is responded to by Christos’s sarcastic  bravo , cf. Makri-Tsilipakou,  2001b ) 
despite the fact she is married to Christos, she asks for Andreas’s advice (lines 
4-5). Th is explicit request for Andreas’s advice seems to be an eff ective way for 
Katerina to avoid addressing either of the two men that have been fi ghting for 
her. Andreas does not respond to her request immediately. Th is allows Christos 
to take the fl oor in order to challenge Katerina (lines 7-10). Katerina repeats 
her request but Andreas’s silence gives Christos a chance to continue challeng-
ing his wife (line 15). In line 16 Andreas starts responding to Katerina by 
constructing a pre-condition that is grounded in her words ( ea:n praγmatika: 
i karδja su (.) .hh  ani:ci -/I:f your heart rea:lly (.) .hh belo:ngs- ). Th e lengthening 
of the vowels suggests that what will follow should be hearable only in this 
context. However, in line 17 he cuts off  this formulation and initiates self-
repair ( katarçi:n:: e: mi nomizis/fi rst of a:ll uh: you must not think ) to construct 
a disclaimer ( δen ime enas anθropos…simvulevi alus/I’m not a person…advise 
others ). But since, he states, Katerina asks for his opinion, he would tell her 
what he would do if he were in her position. Andreas appears to be cautious 
in off ering advice. Although Katerina explicitly asks for it (lines 26, 28), his 
next move consists of one more disclaimer ( ala oçi…orimo/But…thing ) and of 
an orientation to Tenia as the advice giver (lines 29, 31). In this way, Andreas 
constructs Tenia’s institutional identity as an expert that will off er more appro-
priate advice and refrains from presenting himself as an adviser (Hutchby, 
 2006 ). Katerina requests his help again (lines 32-33). Andreas starts off ering 
what can be interpreted as pre-advice accounts (Waring,  2007 ) ( epiδi δen…
anici sto jerasimo/since it…belongs to Gerasimos ) based on circumstances that 
Katerina confi rms (lines 36, 38). However, his next TCU ( eprepe na ise me to 
jerasimo/you should have been with Gerasimos ) actually criticizes Katerina for 
not being with Gerasimos. Th is TCU could have done advising if it had been 
a future-oriented directive (e.g.,  prepi na minis me to jerasimo/you should be 
with Gerasimos ). Katerina’s lack of uptake (that is, the pause in line 43) possi-
bly indicates that what Andreas has said is insuffi  cient and invites more talk.  10   
Andreas then quotes her earlier talk ( δjoti to  stefa:ni  mu .h ani:ci sto  xri:sto /
Because my wedding wrea:th .h belo:ngs to  Chri:stos  ) to challenge her (  pjo  
stefa:ni/ What  wedding wrea:th ) (lines 39-40). Th e use of reported speech makes 
the challenge more eff ective. Andreas challenges Katerina’s reference to her 
wedding wreath by mentioning the fact that she has been staying with 
Gerasimos for such a long time, thus causing problems to her child (lines 

   10  As an anonymous reviewer suggests, this situation has gone on for 12 years and involves 
several people, so the single TCU Andreas has off ered is not suffi  cient.  
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42-44). Katerina’s  akrivo:s/Exa:ctly  confi rms the situation described by Andreas 
and Christos accuses her of lying for a year (line 47) but Andreas will not yield 
the fl oor and insists on challenging Katerina for using her marriage as a pretext 
and not putting an end to this situation (lines 49, 51). Katerina again con-
fi rms the circumstances Andreas has described (lines 52-53), whereas Christos 
complains about her behaviour (lines 50, 54). In line 51 Andreas fi nally 
addresses Tenia, as he has already stated that he will. Tenia then off ers an 
evaluation of the situation (lines 55-58) that could be preliminary to advice 
giving. However, as this fragment occurs only half-way through the pro-
gramme, it is not time for Tenia’s advice. What is more, Katerina has just 
started taking part in the conversation, so Andreas must ask her questions that 
will elicit more information about the situation and will generate more 
confl ict. 

 In this fragment, then, the advice that was explicitly requested by the guest 
became a vehicle for the host’s criticism of the guest’s actions. Th is exchange is 
certainly in sharp contrast with interaction in other institutional settings in 
which advice giving becomes relevant. In the case of HIV/educational coun-
selling or medical contexts, for example, one would not expect such tension to 
be created, even if the client’s actions or evaluations generated a need for 
advice.  11   Th e fact that the response to the guest’s request for advice generated 
the host’s criticism and challenging of the guest is an indication that such 
disaffi  liative actions are favoured in these talk shows in which, as has been 
argued, confl ict and adversativity are actively pursued (Th ornborrow,  2001 ).  

  8 Concluding remarks 

 Th is paper presented some extracts from two reality-television talk shows in 
which advice giving occurred. Th e extracts reveal a number of diff erent pos-
sibilities. First, as has been argued for various contexts of advice giving, 
grounding advice in the guest’s troubles talk and perspectives seems to be 
eff ective as it mitigates the normative dimension of advice giving. Also, the 
fragments indicate that when the advice giver shows concern for the advice 
recipients’ problems and hence cares about his/her positive face, the advice 
recipient is more likely to acknowledge the advice off ered and treat it as an 
affi  liative response to his/her troubles telling. Th e reception of advice in this 

   11  See, for example, Silverman ( 1997 ) for cases in which counsellors off er advice in delicate 
ways despite the fact that clients admit to engaging in risky sexual behaviours.  
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case is itself an alignment with the advice giver’s affi  liation. However, even if 
the advice recipient initially appears to accept this advice actively, he/she may 
subsequently either reject it or exhibit that he/she cannot follow it because 
there are certain issues that do not allow the implementation of the sugges-
tions made. Th e advice recipient usually goes back to troubles telling to pres-
ent those issues and elicit further affi  liation by the host/hostess. Th is is one 
more proof of Jeff erson and Lee’s (1992) claim that the interactional rights of 
a troubles teller are not easily abandoned. 

 Th e analysis of the fragments also indicates that advice recipients tend to 
reject advice that threatens their negative face and affi  liates with other guests’ 
concerns and positive face. In these cases, advice has an evaluative dimension 
and can be hearable as criticism of the guests’ past actions. Th e evaluative 
dimension of advice has already been discussed by researchers in other con-
texts: Heritage and Sefi  ( 1992 : 366), for example, show that health visitors 
avoid explicitly evaluating solutions proposed by mothers, whereas in educa-
tional settings Vehviläinen ( 2001 : 382) shows that counsellors favour the use 
of evaluative advice as an opportunity to promote learning; they take care, 
however, to obtain the students’ perspective fi rst and thus promote learner-
centredness and self-directness (ibid: 395). Self-directness is an aim in other 
counselling settings too, where professionals prefer asking questions of their 
clients rather than directly advising them about specifi c issues (Miller and 
Silverman,  1995 : 739; Silverman,  1997 ). In the talk shows dealt with in this 
paper, the guest’s self-directness is not seen to be oriented to by the hostess/
host and/or the expert. Th ey deliver advice that is hearable as challenging the 
guests’ perspectives and promoting courses of action that should already have 
been followed by the advice recipient. In these cases, the advice is resisted as 
irrelevant or redundant (e.g. fragment 3, lines 36-38, or fragment 4b, lines 
101-103), and more troubles talk is off ered to show that the guest had good 
reasons to do what they did or did not do (e.g. fragment 3, lines 16-17, 22-23) 
Th us, the rejection of advice becomes a vehicle for self-defence and possibly 
additional troubles talk. 

 Th is insistence on troubles telling is an indication that the talk show is 
treated by the guests as a troubles-telling environment to which they come to 
seek affi  liation. Th ey do not treat it as a service encounter despite the presence 
of an advising expert or the fact that the guests come to the show in order to 
be helped. If their troubles talk is affi  liated with, they may interactionally seem 
to be accepting the advice and they may often off er more troubles talk. If their 
troubles talk is not met with affi  liation but instead generates criticism and 
evaluation of their actions, then the guests will resort to defensive actions and/
or more troubles talk. 
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 As has been argued by several researchers, the talk-show context is charac-
terized by a pursuit of confl ict. Confrontations are guaranteed when guests 
challenge each other but as the last fragment showed, the host/hostess may 
also challenge the guests by evaluating their actions or criticizing their per-
spectives. In such cases, the host/hostess may be hearable as taking sides and 
escalating confl ict. Th is seems to be one of the ways in which dramatic tension 
is increased, and thus the entertainment value of the programme is increased, 
too. Apart from the host/hostess, the expert may also contribute to this dra-
matic tension and help generate arguments, which can become ever more 
interesting since a lay person is seen to be challenging the institutional author-
ity of an expert. In this case, the service-encounter functions that the presence 
of an expert seems to serve are eff ectively exploited for the purpose of enter-
tainment (or, rather, confrontainment, cf. Shattuc,  1997 ). 

 Th e delivery of advice, then, can become a means by which the host/hostess 
and the expert can enhance their public image as knowledgeable people who 
can advise others on a variety of issues, as well as as eff ective advocates of com-
mon sense or specifi c ideals. Th at such images are sustained or enhanced 
throughout talk shows can be a matter of professional survival for people 
working in television. Th e talk show is, in other words, an antagonistic spec-
tacle not only for the guests but also for the hosts/hostesses/experts. Advice 
giving and advice reception thus serve a variety of interactional purposes for 
all participants involved in this institutional context.   
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